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One of the men picked up the helpless form of Jim Dart a.nd started for the geyser. Wild dismounted. ·As he did so the other turned and saw him, but before he could draw
a weapon the boy had him by the throat.
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YOUN6 -WILD WEST'S BLIND RIDE
_. - O R -

The Treasure Trove of the Yellowstone
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE KEY TO THE TREASURE TROVE OF THE YELLOWSTOXE,

Over a wild mountain road in the extreme northwestern
part of Wyoming a horseman was seen riding for his life.
It was a pleasant afternoon in the spring, and had it not
been for the discordant yells of a dozen rough-looking men
who were pursuing the horseman, the silence of the mountam would ha,·e been almost deathly; for everything had such
a deserted and lonely appearance that it almost seemed that
the foot of man had never trod there before.
At the time of which we write the famous Yellowstone national park was nothing like it is now. ·
While it is now beautiful and grand, with its towering peaks,
deep canyons and lalies and spouting wells and geysers, the
hand of man has put a certain touch to it -that it did not have
then, and it might be truthfully said that it was even more
beautiful and awe-inspiring than it is now.
The mountain road over which the lone horseman was being
pursued was within a few miles of the boundary line of the
national park, on the east end of it and leading away from it.
The horseman was hatless and bleeding from several
wounds.
But he was desperately urging his tired horse forward to
escape his toes.
The pursuing party seemed bent upon taking him alive,
for they did not shoot a,t him-only shouting fiercely for him
to stop.
·'If I can only get to the top of the rise yonder and turn
the bend, I may get the best of them," the man muttered.
Then he turned and fired a shot at them, hoping to disconcert them and cause a slight delay.
But he was too nervous to shoot straight while riding at
full speed, and the bullet went wide of its mai-k.
A hoarse yell of derision went up from the pursuing horsemen, and with a discouraged look on his pale face, the man
bent over• his horse's neck and urged him forward.
On he rode, and as he neared the top of the rise where the
turn was his hope crept up again.
Bravely the noble steed he rod e kept at it, though it was
plain that it could not keep up the fierce pace much longer.
At iast the top was reached, and the rider felt like giving
a cry of joy.
But just then a rifle cracked, and his joy was turned to dire
distress, for a bullet struck the horse, and down it went,
throwing the rider to the ground.
He had done his best and failed!
By the time the man had staggerad lo his feet the pursuing
·
band was upon him.
But before they could lay hands upon his person there was

the sudden clatter of hoofs and three horsemen rounded the
bend.
"Hold, there!,. cried a ringing voice. "Let that man be!"
The speaker was a handsome young fellow who had not
yet attained his majority. His form was that of an Apo!Jo,
and his every appearance indicated that he was a true type of
the Westerner.
As the beautiful sorrel stallion he rode reared and came
to a halt, the boy-for he was nothing more than a boysat in the saddle with such an easy grace that he appeared to
be a veritable Centaur.
What made the picture more striking was that he had the
reins in his teeth, while in either hand he held a revolver.
The dozen rough-looking men who had pursued the lone
horseman so relentlessly drew back and looked at him in
amazement.
Two or three of them had dismounted, but the rest sat in
the saddle, their llands on their weapons, but not one of them
drawn.
"A dozen to one isn't fair,·· went on the handsome young
fellow, speaking as calmly as though he was talking to friends
and acquaintances. '' Just let up, now, or we will take a hand
in the game."
"Who are you?'' a man wh·o was evidently the leader of the
gang managed to blurt out.
"I am Young Wild West, and these are my two partners,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart," was the quick answer.
"Anything more you want to know, stranger, before you make
up your mind whether you want to live or die?"
"Live or die, hey?" and a sneer accompanied the words. "I
reckon you had better go on about your business, young feller,
an' take yer two pards with yer. This ain't no affair of
your'n."

"Oh! Yes, it is an affair of mine, too," and Young Wild
West smiled. "I always make it a point to take the part of the
under dog in a case of this kind. So, you see, that makes it an
affair of mine. Now, you just call off your crowd in ten seconds, or I'll scatter some of the small amount of brains you
possess over that rock behind you. Hurry, now, for I mean
what I say!"
There was lots of meaning in the tone of voice-as much
as the words themselves, probably-and the leader of the gang
promptly wilted.
The leader of the horsemen cast a swift glance at the companions of the daring boy, and, observing that each held leveled revolvers in their hands-. he turned to his gang and said:
"Boys, I reckon you had better fall back from here. I don't
want to go under just yet."
A murmur of assent went up from the men, and then, turning their horses, ihey rode slowly down the hill.
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The man's head fell back and he was but a senseless heap of
The leader was the last to leave the spot.
"You've got ther best of me, Young Wild West," he said. clay.
"That settles him!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "Ther
"But there's another time comiu'. You've got it all your own
way now, 'cause you are a wonder at coverin' a feller quick, poor feller has gone to that bourne from which no traveler
au' have got a big lot of nerve. But my time will com&-see ever returns. He's done for, all right."
"Yes," spoke up Jim Dart, who was a young fellow about
if it don't! ·•
same age as Wild West. "He has passed in his chips."
the
up
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you
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enough,
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"Your time
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Since
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my
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a
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yours?"
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tell
you
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you
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do. We will search him and see if we can find the key he
"Sartin! I'm Tom Skidmore. I'm a feller what never for- spoke of, and then give him a decent burial. You fellows just
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The man cal!!ng himself Tom
lie. "There's only one way to get here, an' that's by the narthis, but, urging his horse forward, followed his companio:dl3 row road. Ther measly coyotes would like to pepper us from
down the hill.
cover, I reckon, but they are afraid to try it."
During all this time the man who had been pursued stood
Rather gingerly Young Wild West unbuckled the belt that
leaning against a rock.
was about the dead man's waist.
"Thank you, friends," he exclaimed, when the horsemen
Then he felt in his pockets and found that there was but a
had taken their departure. "You came just in time! I've small amount of money there, together with a jack-knife and
got something that I was determined that they should not get, some odds and ends.
and I am glad that you came along as you did. I did think
"We will bury everything but the belt and his weapons with
that I was going to get away with my life, but I guess I am him," be said. "We have no use for the little sum o-f money
a goner. I had a fight with knives with one of that gang, he has, though it is ours by right, I presume."
and though I downed him, he cut me so badly that I am bleed"We don't want to take money from a dead man so long as
ing to death. The fall I had just now put on the finishing we have what we want of our own," answered Jim Dart.
touch."
"Here is a good place to make a grave, I guess. I will get
right at it."
Young Wild West dismounted.
"How about ther key that was to be in his belt?" asked
"Keep a lookout down the hill!" he said to his partners.
Then he turned his attention to the wounded man, and Cheyenne Charlie, who was just a little bit curious over what
almost instantly came to the conclusion that he was telling the the man had said with his dying breath.
"We will examine the belt after he has been laid to rest,"
truth.
He was bleeding profusely from a wound in the left shoul- Wild retorted.
The spot Dart had selected was pretty soft and sandy, and
der, and the blood was oozing from several rents in his garwhile one kept watch, the other two dug out a shallow grave.
ments.
When this was done the body was lifted tenderly and placed
The man had not long to live.
in it.
"Your flask, Charlie," said the boy.
It was only one of many resting places of the kind in the
The taller of his two companions, who was a bearded man
of thirty, immediately handed over a flask containing liquor. great Wild West.
When it was all over, and . the mound marked by a piece of
Young Wild West removed the cork and placed the flask
sandstone, Young Wild West began to examine the belt.
to the man's lips.
Fastened to the belt was a small key.
He allowed about a tablespoonful to trickle down his throat,
"This must be the key to the Treasure Trove of the Yellowand then corked and handed the flask over to its owner.
stone," said our hero, as he held the belt so his companions
"Thanks!" cried the wounded man, fervently.
Then the boy strove to stop the flow of blood, but he found could see the key.
"That may be ther key, but where is ther lock?" spoke up
that it was impossible to do so.
"I'm a goner!" said the victim of the gang of villains. "I've Cheyenne Charlie.
got to go, so there's no use in trying to live. It is all over
with me. I can feel the hand of death on me. But before I
CHAPTER II.
pass in my checks l am going to give you what Tom SkidTHE CABIN ON THE HILL.
more and his gang have been trying for two weeks to get.
I am going to give you the key of the Treasure Trove of the
Tom Skidmore, the leader of the gang that had chased the
Yellowstone."
to his death, felt pretty angry when he withThe boy tenderly allowed him to sink to a comfortable po- lone horseman
drew from the presence of Young Wild West and hii, two partsition ou the ground.
ners.
"You say the scoundrels have been after you two weeks,
He had never been cowed like that before, and as he rode
for
you
do
to
meant
have
must
"They
then?" he remarked.
down the hill to overtake his companions he wa:; trying to figone
any
to
send
to
want
you
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any
fair. If you have
ure out just why he had not shot the boy in his tracks, inyou had better tell it to me. To be plain with you, you are stead of giving in and doing as he told him to.
shall
it
and
you,
for
do
can
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what
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tell
failing fast. Just
"There's somethin' curious about him," he muttered. "I
be done, if there is any p06sible way to do it."
don't know jest what it is, but I do know that he took all ther
hoarse
a
in
lips,
fellow's
poor
the
"Thank you!" came from
starch out of me. It was ther revolvers that he had in his
whisper. "I am sure you are made of the rigbt sort of stuff. hands that did ther business, fur I've faced Jots of them things.
I
one
only
The
one.
any
to
message
I don't want to send a
I guess that it must have been his voice and his steady hands
ever loved deceived me years ago, and I have no relatives who that done it. Well, my time will come, as sure as guns, an' it
than
richer
am
I
man!
rich
a
am
I
care anything about me . .
won't be long afore it comes, either. I'll make a sieve of ther
any one I was ever personally acquainted with, and I have got carcass of Young Wild West, jest as sure as my name is Tom
to die!"
Skidmore."
He fairly shrieked the last, and then fell back exhausted,
His men looked at him questioningly as he joined them.
the life blood spurting from his mouth and the gapi;:;g wounds
"That was a nervy youngster, wasn't he, cap?" observed
afresh.
one.
Young Wild West reached for the brandy flask again and
"Yes," was the reply. "He certainly meant to drop me, an'
gave him another dose.
as I felt like livin' I thought I'd better give in to him."
"Which was quite right. But how about ther place where
Then he rallied for a moment.
"In my-my belt you-will find the key to the Treasure Jones Malcolm buried ther big pile of gold he discovered?"
"Young Wild West will find where it is now."
Trove of the Yellowstone," he whispered faintly. "What you
"An' that will knock us out."
find there will belong to you, be-because no one living knows
"How will it, Joe Ford? Can't we foller Yo1mg Wild West
of it but me, and I was the one who dug out the treasure and
placed it there. Tom Skidmore knows that I had the treasure, an' his two pards and let them find ther treasure, an' then
and he wants it, but he--he must not have-- Oh! oh! we'll jest put 'em out of existence. But remember, boys,
neither one of them three must be hurt until after ther gold
I'm--·•
i.s found."
The last ended in a long drawn sigh.
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The viliains said they understood, and then they rode along
behind their leader, apparently satisfied at the way things
had turned out.
They did not ride very far from the spot where Young Wild
West had halted them.
They came to a halt in a little grove of pines, and then Tom
Skidmore ordered one of the men to climb the lar gest tree and
watch the three back on the hill.
The man obeyed, and he got in such a position that he could
see all that our friends were doing a quarter of a mile away.
Of course, he could not hear what they were talking about,
but their movements told him pretty well what was going on.
When they had buried the body of the man the outlaw came
down the tree.
'·Well?"" asked Skidmore.
,: Joe Ford is dead, and they have jest buried him. · They
have got something in their hands which they are looking at
pu t ty sharp. I s'pose it is what we was tryin' so hard to get."
··Ther chart of ther spot where ther treasure is buried,"
observed another of the villains.
"Most likely that's what it is," nodded the leader. "I s'pose
Ford has told 'em all about it afore he died, too. Hang it all!
I didn't think he was so near a case as that. I didn't think he
was going to die until we finished him, after we got ther information we wanted. But it is all right, anyhow. We'll come
in fer ther gold after Young Wild West and his pards git it out
of the hidin" place. We're right in what I call a streak of
luck, boys."
Though the villainous leader of the band talked this way,
he did not reel so.
There was some strange feeling in his breast that made him
think that he was never to get the buried treasure.
But he would not let the men know that any such thoughts
were passing through his mind.
H e meant to play a game of bluff to the end.
'fhen, if he failed in getting the gold, the men would think
him sincere and would not blame him.
·'You had better git up that tree ag'in an' see which way
th'c!:, go, " he said to the man who had descended.
.. Al! right," was the reply, and up the fellow went.
'·They're comin' this way!" he said, excitedly, as he came
do wn the t ree. " We'd better git further back or they'll see
us. "
''They won 't see us here if they faller ther trail. All we've
got to do is to lay low an' keeQ. still."
'l'he little grove of pines they had halted in was but fifty
yards from th e trail that led over the mountain, but there
were lots of bushes and boulders to shield them from the
view of an y one passing.
Skidm ore worked his way to a position where he might see
wi thout being seen, and pretty soon he saw the three who had
buri etl th e man they had chased to his death come along.
H e took noti <.: e that they were keeping a sharp watch in
all directions as they proceeded.
"vVe could shoot 'em easy enough from here," he mused.
'·But if we did happen to miss, they might do a whole lot of
damage to us. I'm satisfied that they would shoot an' fight
like a cyclone on ther rampage. We'll just foller 'epi, an' I'll
do my best to get hold of ther treasure Jones Malcolm has
buried. T hen we must klll them three fellers, or ther gold
won ' t never do us much good. I don't know why it is that
I feel so afraid of that feller who calls himself Young Wild
"\Vest, but I a m, an' I can't shake off ther feelin' ."
When t he three had passed he gave the word to mount and
follo w them, but to be s ure and not get too close to them.
'· If they keep on ther regular trail they'll fetch up in Roarin'
Flat," remarked Joe Ford.
··vVcll, let 'em. I reckon we kin go there, too. We've got
as much ri ght in Roarin' Flat as they have, an' besides, I
reckon we·ve got more friends there than they have."
"'l'hat's so, cap."
The villains rode along for a full hour, teing very careful
not t o ri de so fast that they might suddenly overtake the trio
they were following.
The afternoon was pretty well advanced now, and they
made up their minds that Young Wild West and his partners
mus t be going to put up at Roaring Flat for the night.
T en minutes later they came in sight of the little town,
and then they knew the ones they were following must have
gono there. ·
Torn Skidmore began to feel a trifle uneasy now.
He did not want to come in contact with Young Wild .West
if he coultl help it.
Roaring Flat was quite a little mining and trading town.
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It was located in a little hollow, and was populated by about
t,vo hundred souls.
Just as the tand of villains r eached the top of the hill where
the trail led down into it, Tom Skidmore noticed a brand new
log cabin in the mout h of a gully on the left.
"Hello!·· he exclaimed. '·Here·s some that wasn't here a
~uple of weeks ago, boys. I wonder who has started in to
live up here in this lonesome spot? S'pose we see?"
'·Sartin! ·· cried three or four of the men in unison.
They were all rasc-als, anyway, and they were up to no good
in anything they undertook.
It bad been two weeks since any of them had been in that
part of the country, and they were curious to know who occupied the new cabin.
"Whoa!" yelled Skidmore, and the band came to a halt to a
man.
A wreath of blue smoke was coiling from the little chimney
that was built of mud and sticks, which gave every indication
that the cabin was occupied.
"Hello, there!" called out the fellow known as Joe Ford, at
the top of his voice.
Then the door was opened instantly, and a girl of sixteen
stepped out, much to the astonishment of the band of villains.
"What's the trouble, strangers?" she asked, looking at them
indifferently.
·' Is your father in?" said Skidmore.
"Yes, I reckon he is. Dad!" and she called into the cabin.
"I'll be right thar, Mag," was the reply.
Then a gPizzled looking man of fifty came out, followed by
a pleasant-faced woman some ten years or more ·his junior.
"Hello, strangers!" called out the man. "Want anything?''
"Yes ; I want to ask you a question,., answered Skidmore,
who had taken note of the fact that the young girl was rather
pretty.
"Well, go ahead. an' ask me, then. If I can, an' feel like it,
I'll answer it."
" Did you see three fellers ride past here lately?"
0

·Yes."

"How long ago?"
"About twenty minutes ago, I reckon."
"Good!"
"Are you follerin' them fellers?" spoke up the girl.
'·Not P,a rticular. They are a 'c!)d lot, though, and need
watch in'. They killed a fellow a few miles back here an'
took everything he had."
It had just occurred to Tom Skidmore to tell that lie, and
when he got it out he felt as though he had done a great thing.
He decided to tell the same thing when he got down into the
town, in case Young Wild West attempted to interfere with
him.

"You say them three fellers who went past here about
twenty minutes ago killed a man?" asked the girl, questioningly.
•" Yes, that's jest what they did, didn't they, boys?"
"Yes!,. came from the band of villains.
"I believe you lie, the whole pack of you."
This was said in such a cool and defiant way that the gang
looked at each other in amazement.
"I reckon yoµ ' d better move on, anyhow. I don't like the
looks of you," added the girl.
"Say!" and the leader of the villains began to grin. "How
long have you lived here?" ·
''.About a week," answered the man.
"What's your name?"
'· Henry Mansfield."
"An' them two ls your wife an' darter?"
''Yes."

"Well, let me give you a little advice."
"I'll listen to it, but I won't say that I'll take it an' act on
it," coolly answered the man who said his name was Henry
Mansfield.
"Well, my advice is that you look out how you sass
strangers-both you and your darter!"
' "You think that good advice, I s'pose."
"You bet I do."
"Well, it might be, but I know what I'm doin'. I don't consider that you amount to such an awful lot, an' when you git
too inquisitive you must expect some sass. Mag here is only a
chit of a girl, but f:\.he knows her tusiness, jest ther same. If
you ain't mighty careful she'll peel one of your ears with a
bullet, too."
Skidmore broke into a laugh and, without a word in reply,
dismounted.
"What are you goin' ter do now?" questioned the girl.
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"You have got to dance the tenderfoot jig," repeated Wild,
looking Tom Skidmore squarely in the eye. "While you are
dancing I am going to try and shoot the heels off your boots;
so look out and don't make too many missteps! Ready! Now,
let yourself go!"
Crack!
He fired a shot and the man began to dance as he had never
done before.
The bullet hit one of his heels and he felt it.
Crack!
His other heel was struck.
Then he acted like an animated jumping-jack, and Mag
Mansfield fairly roared with laughter.
Crack!
Wild's aim was true every time, and off went a piece of ,the
boot heel.
Crack!
The rest of it went this time, a piece of the leather flying off
to the right and hitting one of the outlaws in the face.
"Oh, oh! Wow-wow!" cried Skidmore. "Don't shoot me,
young feller! Don't fire again, fur you might hit my foot."
"Keep right on dancing!" was the calm retort. "I am simply going to take off the rest of the other heel. You are doing
fine! l never saw the tenderfoot jig rendered any better In my
life. You are very soon on your feet. Let yourself go, now!.,
Crack! Crack!
'l'he boy fired two shots in succession this time, and off went
the remaining heel.
Skidmore uttered a howl of pain at the second shot.
The bullet must have struck in such a way as to bruise his
foot, and he could not help crying out.
The villain had lots of chance to grab his revolvers and
try to fire at our hero, but he did not accept any of them.
· Some men would have tried to retaliate if they had died in
the attempt, but he was not one of that sort.
"That will do," said Wild. "I guess you will know what a
CHAPTER III.
tenderfoot jig is the next ti.me you are spoken to about it.
Now, I want you and your gang to get away from here in
WILD AND HIS PART.'ERS ARR.IVE AT ROARING FLAT.
double-quick time, and if I ever catch you in any rascally
work again I will surely shoot you dead! I mean what I say,
d d tl 1
t
, f
.d
Tom Skidmore, "
T om Sk i more s ace urne
ea i Y pa1e.
He recognized the voice of Young Wild West only too well.
All ri~ht, _was the reply, and then the man lost no lime
In a twinkling he let go of the girl and started back.
Then It was that he came face to face with the handsome I In mountmg his horse.
Those <_>f his men who_ stood on the groun~ were glad of the
young fellow who was nicknamed the Prince of the Saddle and
opportumty to follow _h!s exantple, and_ a mmute or two later
Champion Deadshot of the west.
th~ whole gang :was ndmg down t~1e hill ~o ,the to;:.,n.
Near the boy stood Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
Say, but you re '.1 regular hurn~ane. amt you. observed
The three had halted when they reached the cabin, and after
a short conversation had decided to take supper with the Mag Mansfield, turnmg to Young Wild \Vest.
"Oh, I guess not as bad as that," was the reply.
Mansfields.
"Yes, you are. I told you that we'd heard of you when
When they heard the outlaws coming Wild and his partners
had stepI1ed around to the rear of the build,ing, telling the you first told us who you was. You're a regular terror on
man to treat them very coolly in case they halted there, and wheels."
"How about yourself, then? What head do you come unthat if they got too impertinent they would step around and
der?"
take a hand in the game.
'·Me? Oh! I'm simply a hustler from seven states and four
That was wby Henry Mansfield had been so smiling when or five territories. I'm Yellowstone Mag, the deer-slayer, or
Tom Skidmore dismounted and got so inquisitive.
plain Mag Mansfield. Folks that know us call me by both
"So we meet again, do we?" exclaimed Young Wild West. names. l was born with a rifle in my hand, I reckon, for I've
worst
'·Well, Tom Skidmore, I must say that you are one of the
known how to shoot one ever since I kin remember."
scoundrels I ever met. You are not satisfied with chasing a
Wild smiled.
man to his death, but here you are insulting a young lady. It
"I guess you are pretty well able to take care of yourself,"
strikes me that you need to be taught a lesson, and I am the he observed.
one to give it to you. Did you ever hear of the tenderfoot
"Pretty much so, I reckon," she replied. "That feller did
jig?"
kinder ketch me nappin' that time, though. You see, I thought
"No!" answered the villain.
·•I believe you lie. But it makes no difference, you have got he seen you, an' when he spoke I turned around afore I knowed
to dance it. Boys, just keep the gang covered, and the first one it."
"Do you think he would have got the kiss he was after if I
who reaches for his revolver I want you to drop. You could
easily drop the whole lot of them, I know, for there isn't one had not interfered?.,
"Got a kiss? Yes, he'd got a kiss; but it would have been
of them quick enough to k!ll a mosquito."
Not only did Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart have the men from my father's gun. He was just goi:lg to let him have
covered, but Mag Mansfield and her mother also had revolvers it when you came around from behind the cabin."
The girl looked as though she spoke the truth, and neither
leveled at them.
our friends doubted her.
of
with
do
to
Mansfield thought he had better have something
She was certainly one of the greatest girls they had ever
it, too, and he reached inside the door and hauled out a rifle, met.
which he cocked and then calmly pointed at the outlaws who
She was a true Western girl, and when she said she guessed
had dismounted.
'l'hese villains had been in the act of covering him and his she had been born with a rifle in her hand she almost exwife when Young Wild West appeared on the scene, but they pressed it, for she had been allowed to play with weapons
were so astonished that they let their hands drop, and before from my father's gun. He was just going to reac'h insideonfora
to use them as soon as she was old enough to rest a rifle
they could get them up again they were covered themselves.
They now acted much the same as they had when they fence rail and take sight along the l:>arrel.
No wonder, then, that she wu so rough and uncouth in her
had been helcl up by the daring Prince of the Saddle that
manner.
afternoon.

"What am I goin' ter do? Why, I'm goin' ter lpss yer!"
"You kiss me, you ugly-faced galoot! I'd drown myself in
Stinkin' Creek before I'd allow that! Jest stay right where
you are now! lf you come one step further I'll put a bullet between your eyes."
The leader of the villains stood still.
But it was plain that he did not fear the revolver in the
hands of the girl very much.
He was simply trying to make the girl believe he was afraid,
and waiting for the chance to knock the shooter from her
hand.
Three or four of his men now dismounted.
Henry Mansfield only smiled when he saw this, though his
wife looked uneasy.
And Mag!
She just stood there with her shooter leveled at the head of
Skidmore, her eyes glaring at him like those of an enraged
tiger cat.
·'I reckon you wouldn·t shoot an innocent man like me,
would you?" remarked the villain, after a couple of seconds
of silence.
"And I reckon I would!" was the retort. "I'd shoot you just
as quick as I would a prairie wolf!"
·· Well, if that is the case I reckon we'd better go, then. t
s'pose that feller behind you is your brother."
The girl turned around before she knew it.
This was just what Skidmore wanted her to do.
As quick as a flash he knocked the shooter from her hand
and seized her about the waist.
"Ha, ha, ha!" he laughed. "Boys, just keep ther old folks
covered until I get my kiss!"
"Unhand that girl, you miserable hound!"
It was Young Wild West who uttered the command.
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or the two, her mother was by far the more docile and re- Then a smile broke over his face.
He recogn ized them as being members of the band of Tom
fined in her manner.
Skidmore.
But that made no difference.
·· All right," he said. "If you fellows don't want to speak to
Mag Mansfield possessed a heart that was as good as gold,
and as she grew older her wild ways would most s urely leave me you needn't. But just mind your eyes-be sure to do that,
please."
her.
Even this did not elicit a response, so Wild went on in, just
"Martha, I reckon you'd better see about git.tin' ther supper, now," spoke up Henry Mansfield. "I promised Young as though he did not m ind the men a bit.
There was the usual motley crowd that is to be found in
Wild West and nis pards good feed, an' I want to keep my
such places.
word."
The successful miner, the one who had made a failure of it,
'"Right away," was the reply. "The pig is roasting a ll right,
and the potatoes and muffins are baking nicely. I'll put on the cowboy, the bad man, the half-breed, the hunter and the
the tea and coffee now, and then they can have their choice." trapper, and the regular hanger-on who never did any work.
There were perhaps twenty of them in the barroom, which
Our three friends smiled when they heard this.
The.1 were hungry, and the food mentioned by the woman made it pretty well cr owded.
The three smoky kerosene lights made it look rather dingy
was cc ugh to make them smile.
Young Wild West and his two partners had been sent out in the place, and the clinking of the glasses on the bar made
it sound dreary instead of pleasant to our friends as they
to the great national park by the Government.
A number of Blackfeet Indians had banded together for the enter ed.
There were but two men in the place who were baresole purpo e of making trouble for the Government surveyors
who were working there, it seemed, and they were to tame headed.
One was behind the bar working like a beaver, and the other
them down a little.
'l'his was not the first time the three had been working for s to od at the end of tlie bar smoking a cigar and chatting wit.hi
some men.
the GcvernmPnt.
Wild naturally took the latter to be the proprietor, so he
Thei1· reputation was such that they were always called upon
where skill, tact, strategy and the best of fighting qualities edged his way to him.
were needed.
" \Ve would like to stay all night," he said, addressing the
They had not met with an adven tur e worth mentioning on man.
happened
they
their way to Yellowstone until that day, when
"All right," was the reply. "How many are there of you?"
along in time to prevent the gang of outlaws from taking the
"Thr ee."
dying
the
k ey to the Trea s ure Trove of the Yellowstone from
"Six dollars, please."
man.
Young Wild West produced the money.
"Where are we to sleep?" he asked.
A few minutes after six Mrs. Mansfield announced that sup"In the room overhead. I guess there is room enough there.
per was r eady.
The three went inside and sat down to as good a meal for you."
"" Oh, I guess so. We don't take up a lot of room. "
.
as they wanted to eat.
·· ·well, you don't waut to take up too much room. There's \
'I' he lively chat of Mag made it more enjoyable, too, and they
lingered at the table much longer than they would otherwise six Chinamen going to sleep in the same room to-night."
ha\"e done.
Mansfi eld was a hunter and trapper who had moved to that
spot so as to be nearer to a town.
CHAP'l'ER IV.
He was in love with his calling, and as his wife and daughter were satisfied with the wild life t hey were living, they
WILD snows AX EX-PRIZE FIGHTER so;,rn'l'HING.
were likely to continue in that rut until they died.
The hunter expected to r::tise no end of vegetables on the
As the landlord of the hotel spoke h e thrust the s ix dollars
ground he was clearing off, and he was certain tfiat h e could
Wild had given him into his vest pocket.
convert those into cash in the town .
'· See here," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, "I reckon we don't
Th ey told our friends of their plans, and as Wild started to
leave them just as darkness set in, he made up his mind that sleep in ther room with six Chinee fe llows to-night."
"Well, if you don't want to sleep there you needn 't; I've
they were happy and contended with their lot.
Mansfield did not want to accept pay for what they had got your money, an' that is all I am lookin' for," was the
r eply.
eaten, b,ut Wild knew he needed it, so he forced it upon him.
The scou t was about to say something further, but our hero
The three . then rode down into the town below.
They decided to stay all night there, and in the morning cast a look at him that made hjm remain silent.
He was going to do the talking now, so, turning to the landpursue th eir way to the place where they had been sent, which
lord, he said:
\\ as not more than thirty miles from Roaring Flat.
'· So that is the way you do business, is it?"
As they rode into the place they saw that three of the shan'"What do you mean, young fe ller?" and the man frowned,
ties wer e lit up more than the rest.
'·Them·s ther gin-mills," observed Cheyenne Charlie. "Well, just as though he was being interrupted while he was conI don't suppose there's much choice about them. We may versing.
"I mean just what I say,·• was the response. " You took
as well drop into that one ther e."
He pointed· to the one that stood opposite the other two, six dollars from me for lodging for three, and then you tell
us that there are six Chinamen that will occupy the same
which were right adjoining each other.
··Yes, that one will do, I guess," said Wild. "Come on, room."
"Well, that's right. You didn't ask if the room was to be all
boys!"
He put his handsome sorrel on a gallop and rode up in front to yourself. I'd keep right on rentin' that room if a hundred
was to come along. I'm here to make money, and if a ll
of the place as though he had come for business.
·'\Vhoa, Spitfire!" he called out. "Hey, there, landlord! couldn't find a place to lay down in the room they'd have to
fight it out among 'em, that's all. ·•
Where's your hostler?"'
"Oh!"
Ont came a man in a jiffy.
"Yes, that's ther size of it.··
Ile was bareheaded and in his shirtsleeves, showing he had
'·Well, you hand that six dollars back then. We don't want
not lingered a second after hearing t he call.
·· Put our horses up, and see that they are well taken care to stay in any place like you have here."
"Young feller, tbat six dollars belongs to me now. Anything
of,·· said ou r hero to the man, tossing him a silver dollar.
·' All right, boss," was the reply. " You kin bet your boots I once get my hands on in the way of money I all us keep."
"You do, eh? Well, this is the time when you will have
that if any one can take care of horses in ther right style it's
to break that rule. I want that six dollars back, and if you Jack Giles."
Two or three men had followed the hostler out of the bar- don't fork it over I'll take it."
The last was said in a ringing tone, and almost every one in
room, and they stood on the little stoop in front of the place,
the place heard and understood the words.
looking hard at our three friends.
The proprietor looked at Young Wild West in amazement.
'· How are you, gentlemen?•· observed Wild, as he pushed his
"If I don't give it ~o you, you are goin' ter take it!" he exway past them and entered the bar.
There came· no reply from the men. and that caused our claimed, as though he was not sure but that he was dreaming .
"That is exactly what I said," was the calm rejoinder.
.IJcro to stop and look at them.
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" Why, you young l:>antam cock, I've a notion t o take you Ian instant. I knew that you s hould go down quickly, and you
across my knee an' give you a spankin '. You don' t kn ow that went."
"Well, I tak e it a ll in good part. But say! ·•
I am au ex-prize fighter, do yo u 1•·
''Well, what is it? "
"No, I don' t know that. Since you say you are, I 'll chan ge
.. You are going to sleep in my house to-night a t my exmy mind. I won't take the six dollars fr om you."
pen se."
"Oh!"
"No. I think not. "
"But I'll make you give it to m e of your own fr ee will. "
" \Vhy not?"
'·Um!"
'·Because when a man tr ies to rope me in once I will n ever
"And you will be very glad to do it, too. "
place confidence in him afterwa r d."
"Ah!"
" I will give you a room t o your selves."
The ruan had scarcely uttered the "Ah!" when Wild seized
"I don' t care if you would give us the whole house to ourhim.
It W'is done so quickly that not half those in the barroom selves, we wouldn't stop here."
"Don't think you would get killed or robbed while you slept,
saw it at all.
Our hero exerted all his strength, too, and, bending the fel- do you?"
"I won't say what I think. But just let it drop a t that.
low over his hip, he threw him to the floor with a thud that
We are not going to stay in your sha nty to-nigh t, and that
1.1h-0ok the whole shanty.
The landlord landed on his back and before he could make is all there is to it."
The man, who had shown signs of being cool all along, now
a move to get up Wild covered h~ with one of his shooters.
_
, .
"Now, then, you swindler, pass over that six dollars!" he gr~w somewhat angry.
. Well, w~ will let it go at that, then. But} 11 Just make a
cried. "If you don't I'll bore a hole through your head!"
A hush came over all present and as they looked on in httle bet with you l:>efore you leave my place.
. ,,
::1;e11 me what you want to make~ bet about."
astonishment they saw that Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
I 11 bet you fift y dollars you can t throw me down a~am.
had a revolver in each of their hands.
""~ell, just to sho,~ you that there is no yellow st reak m me,
·' Gentlemen," said the scout, calmly, "I reckon you all better
I will t ake the bet.
take things easy."
The majority of the men there were of the desperate class, Ch°':i~~ieui~~~~t the amount and placed it in the hands of
·
and they knew how to shoot, too, but that made not a particle
"Why do you want your partner to hold the stakes?"
of difference to Cheyenne Charlie.
He was no more disturbed than if there had l:>een but three queried Jeff Mitchell.
" Beca use I know he is honest, and I don't know whether the
or four of them.
man you would choose is or not."
"Oh! But I don't know whether Cheyenne Charlie is honest
"Come! Pass over that six dollars you took from me!" reor not. ,,
peated Wild, as he leaned over the prostrate man.
" 1 thought you said you had heard of us. "
'· All right," was the reply. "I guess you have got ther best
"I h ave.,,
of me jest now. You kin have ther money back. I was only
"You never heard of us doing anything that was not honest,
foo!jn', anyhow. You needn't have made such a time about
did y 0 ?"
it."
"W
He stuck his hand in his vest pocket and produced the
"T;at ! ~ties it, then."
id~ntical sum our hero had _given him and handed it over.
" Oh! I'll put up my money in his hands. "
Thank you. I was certain t_h at you were not as bad as you
,
"Do it, then, and let's have the thing through wi th ."
made out to be .. I have_ met with mu~h wor~e custome_rs than
The landlord pr oduced the fifty dollars and handed it to
you are. ~ow, if you wish to do th e right th mg, you will treat
Charlie.
all hands.
Then he took off his vest and crava t.
"Glv~ 'em what they w:111:t, Dick!" called out the man, who
"I am ready ! ,. he said, as he faced Wild .
had said he ;;a;i an_ ex-prize _fighter, as he got up and ?.rushed
! 5 clothes.,, Ive simply barked up tiler wrong tree ag m , a nd The words . wer e scarc(lly out of his mou th when the boy
stooped and caught him about the legs.
. .
it on me.
His form straightened as quick all a wink and up shot the
A laugh went u~ at this, and soon th e clmkin~ of glasses
ex-prize fighter t oward the ceiling.
l:>een
and the hm~1 of voic_es was going on the same as it had
He came down on his head and shoulders with a crash and
before the mterruptron.
'
. "Sa~!" and the landlord looked?~harply at the boy; "would lay perfectly still for a couple of seconds.
Then he slowly arose to a sitting posture.
Jou mmd telling me who you are·
"What did you do that fur?" h e asked in a m uddled voice.
" Not at all. I go by the name of Young Wild West."
"I wasn't ready.,,
"Ah!"
'·Wasn't ready!" echoed Wild. " Why, I will leave it to any
"I generally try to do the right thing," went on Wild, "and
one in the house if you didn't say you was r ead y before I laid
I never allow anybody to impose on me if I can help it."
"Quite right. I suppose these two gentlemen with you are my hands on you."
"That's right, J eff!" came from a t leas t half a dozen of
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
"You have guessed it correctly. Now, tell us your name, and the men in the place.
"Well, I didn't think he was going to t ackle me as quick as
then we will know each other."
that."
"My name is J eff Mitchell."
"No," laughed the young Prince of the Saddle. "You
"I guess I have heard of you," and Wild smiled. "You were
quite a famous prize fighter in the East, and you gave up the thought I was going . to fiddle for a n opening, didn't yo u?
business after the English champion knocked you out, and Well, I didn't. I simply went at you and threw you on the
floor. I win the bet, I gue,ss."
·
came out West."
The landlord was now on his feet, and he made a r ush a t the
·'That's right. But I have taken good care of myself, and
·
am putty near as goon as I ever was. That's what puzzles boy.
He meant to get hold if him l:>efore he bad an idea wha t his
me!"
intentions wer e, but Wild was watchi ng hi m.
"Why, that shouldn't puzzle you any. "
He stepped nimbly aside and then let his r ight fist shoot out.
"I don't mean that my condition puzzles me; I mean that I
The blow caught the ex-prize fighter on the point of h is jaw
can't understand how you threw me on the floor with such
ease. I have heard that you could never be downed at any sort and he sank down like a log falling from th e top of a loaded
of a game ; but how you picked me up and slammed me on the wagon.
" I guess that settles him," our h ero observed . "I came in
floor in that way I can't understand."
here to patronize the place, but I have n o use for such peopl
Wild smiled.
'·See here," said be. "Now, you have fought in the prize as he is. H ey, you h ostler , jus t get our horses o:.it of the
rin g and you ought to lmow all about it. Wasn't quickness stable in double-quick time. "
"All right, sir! " a nswer ed the fellow who had t:::.kcn thei r
the thin g that you depended upon the most to whip your
steeds when they dismounted. "I'll git 'em, s ir...
man'?"
A couple of Jeff Mitchell's in timate friends piC'kcd him up ,
"Well, yes, I guess it was."
"Well, it was my quickness that threw you on the floor. If for h e h ad been rendered unconscious by the t -,1·,ible blew
I had taken my time about it I · could not have done it. he had received, a nd dragged ·him to a chi.:ir.
Wild never pa id an y more attention to hi:n t!li.:n i: he had
When I do anything that n eeds to be done quickly I never lose
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simply tossed the stump of a cigar on the floor, though Cheyenne Charlies and Jim Dart were keeping a sharp watch on the
man and tbose near him ..
"Good-night, all hands!" said Wild, as he heard the hostler
bringing the horses around. "I guess we will try the other
hotels. This one don't suit us."
He walked out, followed by his partners, and no one tried
to stop them or interfere with them in the least.
"I guess you made a pretty good impression in there," observed Jim, as they got outside and took their horses from the
man.
"Vvhat do you mean-on the floor?" asked our hero, with a
laugh .
"Yes, and on the men in there, too."
"I reckon he did!" averred Charlie. "There wasn't a feller
in there what made ther least move to reach for his shooter,
an' there was at least half a dozen of 'em th.at would like to
have shot him. I kin size up a crowd putty good, an' I knowed
which ones was ther ones that wanted to do it."
The three now Ie-d their h-0rses across the street to one of
the other hotels.
A fat, good-natured looking man came out of the door as
they came up.
"Good efening, shents," he observed. "Dos you vant a room
all mit yourselves for six dollars?"
"That is just what we want," replied ·wild.
"I dought me so. I vos hear dem droubles over dere. I vos
do a honest pizness here, and I vos make money by it. Come
right inside, sbents!"
Wild could tell by the man's voice that he was not putting
on, so he a.t once led the way inside and had the hostler of
·
the plac.e take their horses to the stable in the rear.
They found everything to their liking at the hotel, and retired early, as they had a journey ahead of them on the morrow.
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"Thirteen feet from Green Geyser; dig two feet and square
oak chest will be found. $250,000 in gold in box. Remember
the Green Geyser, -and d.i g 13 feet from it on the side that
shows the most green at high noon.
"JONES MALCOL::11,

"Sole Keeper of the Treasure Trove of the Yellowtone."

Benea,th the writing was a roughly drawn -.;ketch of a scene
which included a sp-0uting geyser, .a rough surface of ground
and a few boulders of various sizes, with mountain-tops and
the sky-line in the distance.
That was all there was to it.
Wild and his two friends looked at each other after they
had carefully examined the paper.
"That's a little bit better than ther padlock key," observed
the scout; "but not a great deal, either. How kin we tell
where that place is by what is on that paper?"
·"That's so, Charlie," answered Wild. "Jones Malcolm failed
to tell how to find the place he has described. It is really very
vague."
"So vague that we would be foolish to attempt to find it,"
spoke up Jim.
"I don't know. If there should be no more than one green
geyser in the Yellowstone region we might find it easily
enough."
"The gTeen geyser means that the water looks green as it
spouts in the air, I suppose," said Jim.
"That is . the way I should take it."
"Well, that region is full of such geysers, I have heard."
"Green ones?" asked Charlie.
·'I never heard any colors mentioned.
"'\Vell, it is for us to find how many green ones there is in
ther blamed place, an' then we kin tackle 'em all till we find
ther right ones. A quarter .o f a million in gold isn't to be
thrown over your shoulder!"
''It may be that the man was out of his mind when he wrote
this on the paper," Jim declared.
CHAPTER V.
"I see you are a doubter, Jim," ·vvild observed. "Now, just
let the subject drop and we will attend to our other business,
IN THE GREAT NATION AL PARK.
after which we will look for the Treasure Trove of the Yellowstone."
Young Wild West and his partners were up with the sun the
"All right," retorted Dart, with a laugh.
next morning.
A couple of minutes later they were called to, their breakThey wanted to r each the surveyors and find out just what fast, and they found a pretty fair sort of a meal awaiting
the Blackfeet were up to.
them.
Wild had placed the key taken from the belt of the dead
Wild paid the bill ;when they were through and then their
man in his pocket.
horses were brought around to them.
He regarded it as good as no-thing, as far as finding a treasThe best of care had been taken of the animals, and they
ure was concerned.
were as eager to get off as theit masters were.
Certainly, the key might fit -the lock on some strong box that
As it was pretty early when they left, but few were stirring
was filled with gold, but where was the box?"'
in the little town, but just as they left it behind them they
find.
to
thing
main
the
'J'his was
came upon a camp that was occupied by a dozen men.
While they were waiting for their breakfast at the hotel
One glance showed our friends that it was the outlaw gang
key
the
out
pulled
hero
our
German
good-natured
the
by
kept
that was led by Tom Skidmore.
and began looking at it carefully.
The camp was less than fifty yards from the roadside, so
It was an ordinary padlock key with a hollow end, rusty,
could be distinguished easily enough.
they
and apparently worthless.
"Good-morning!" shouted Wild to them. · "I hope we won't
But as Wild turned it over in his hand it suddenly occurred
to him to pick out the hollow end, which seemed to be filled run across you fellows again."
There was no answer, though our friends really thought
up with something.
at them.
With his knife he sharpened a match and then began dig- they might fire a shot o-r •wo
But they did_not know that the villains had resolved not to
ging at the end of the key.
till after th o treasure was found.
In less than three seconds he pulled out a piece of paper harm them
"Do you lmow what I think?" remarked Cheyenne Charlie,
that was rolled so tightly together as to make it look like a
as they rode along in the direction of the great park, the
piece of wood.
which was now less than a mile distant.
But as soon,., as it · was removed from the key it unrolled boundary doof you
think?" queried Dart.
"What
slightly, aud then it was that Young Wild West grew inter"I've got a notion that them fellers is goin' to feller us. "
ested.
"Let them," said ·wild. "If we find out that they are fol"Boys," he said to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dar_t, "I guess
lowing us we will order them to travel in some different direcI have made a discovery."
tion, and then if they don't we will have to pitch into them,
"A discovery!'" echoed .Jim. "What do you mean?"
"Oh! I h ave been examining the key to the Treasure Trove that's all."
"They must. have taken a lot of stock in this treasure busiof the Yellowstone pretty closely, and have found something
ness," remar;lrnd Dart, "or they would not have been so hot
that was in the end of it."
"What is it, Wild?" queried Charlie, leaning forward, as our after the poor fellow that went under yesterday."
"I reckon ther measly coyotes know that there is a. lot of
hero unfolded the piece of paper and smoothed it out.
"The real key, I guess. See! here is a little chart and some gold hid somewhere," said the scout. "For my part, I believe
writing. Boys, the real key to the Treasure Trove is this that stuff on ther paper vVild found in ther key is true."
"If it is true, how are we going to find it?"
paper, which was kept inside the key for safety. We may
"Drop it!" exclaimed our hero. "Didn't I say we would
have quite an adventure out .o f this, after all."
"That's right!" exclaimed Dart. "Read it and see what it attend to our regular business first and then turn our attention to the treasure?"
says."
'"l'hat's right," codded Charlie.
Wild spread the paper, which was nothing more than a page
Jim did not say anything further on the subject just then.
of common note-paper, out on hi:s knees, and then the three
But after a while he turned to vVild and remarke'd:
made out the following:
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"It is done, I guess!" he called out, and then he pulled the
"I am of the op.inion that you will be starting on a blind
fish out and swung it over to Charlie.
ride if you attempt to hunt up the Treasure Trove."
"I reckon it is," was the reply, as he deftly caught the line
"Well, it is a good idea to go it blind sometimes," was the
a few inches from the mouth of the fish. "Now, jest wait,
'reply.
As they know the direction they wanted to go to find the an' I'll fix it up for you."
In a minute or so he had removed the skin and insides, and
survey ors they rode along at a stiff gait, and about an hour
laying it on a tin plate, he sprinkled some salt and pepthen,
told
been
had
they
where
spot
the
reached
they
before noon
'
1they would find their headquarters.
per on it and handed :It over to Jim.
The boy did not hesitate to put a. piece in his mouth, and
But when they halted and looked around they were surit to be as fine as any
prised to see a heap of ashes and some charred timbers where when he had swallowed it he declared
tasted.
ever
had
he
stood.
have
must
surveyors
the
the cabin occupied by
He even induced Wild to try it, and when he had done so
Just then half a dozen buzzards arose in the air and soared
hero joined in with Jim.
our
away.
to a big dead tree not far
"All right," said the scout. "I'll fix up some of 'em with
Wild dismounted.
is ther best."
He walked along a short distance and then saw the decay- bacon an' we'll see which
He proceeded to do so, and at the end of half an hour he
ing bodies of three men on the ground.
fried brown with the bacon grease.
"We got here too late," he observed, s~aking his head sol- had some of them
While the fish were frying he boiled the coffee and broiled
•emnly.
they got ready to eat they had
"Ther redskins have got in their work!" exclaimed Chey- some antelope steak, so when
enne Charlie. "See! They scalped their victims an' robbed plenty.
They ate as only hungry mortals can, and when they were
'em of their clothes!"
through they felt like taking things easy for a while.
This was indeed the truth.
They did rest for an hour, and at the expiration of that time
The three investigated still further and then came to the
they got up and put the saddles on their horses.
conclusion that the men had been dead at least a week.
"Now for the trail of the Blackfeet!" exclaimed Young Wild
They searched among the ruins and found a pick and spade
West, as he sprang into the saddle.
that bad escaped being burned.
At that very moment a. fierce yell rang out, and the next
They thought it their first duty to bury the dead, and they
instant they saw a. number of Indians riding swiftly toward
went right at it.
In half an hour they had accomplished the grewsome task them.
iand marked the graves of the victims of the Blackfeet Indians.
CHAPTER VI.
"I reckon we'd better camp right over there on ther shore
of that little lake," said the scout, pointing out a very inviting
GOING IT BI.lIND.
spot.
"All right," answered Wild. "We will have dinner here and
"Ah!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, smiling grimly. "Ther
then we will start out to find the rest of the company of surback to see if there are any more
veyors. They must be prisoners of the Indians or they would measly coyotes are comin' we
better ha.It 'em, Wild?"
victims fur 'em. Hadn't
have come back here and burled the slain."
"Wait and see what they are up to," was the reply. "There!
"That must be the case," observed Dart.
They led their horses over to the shore of the lake and then They are baiting."
This was a fact.
,turned them loose to nibble the green grass that was just
There were about eighteen or twenty in the band, and when
beginning to spr~)Ut.
they saw that the three whites did not turn away from them
Within a dooen feet of the bank of the lake was a natural they stopped and began to talk together in their own lanfountain that shot at least twenty-five feet in the air.
guage.
A cloud of vapor floated above it and the hissing noise
They were not over a hundred yards a.way and within plain
sounded for all the world like an engine blowing off steam.
of our friends.
sight
All three of our friends had seen spouting geysers before,
For five minutes they remained jabbering in their own
·
so they did not pay any particular attention to this one.
tongue, and then one of them rode slowly forward.
But when Jim glanced into the waters of the lake he saw
He came with his hand held out in token of peace, so there
that it was a.live with fish.
no call for our friends to fire on him.
was
"I guess we may as well have a mess of fish for dinner," he
When within ten yards of them he halted his horse and then
observed.
Then he went to his saddle-bags and produced a. line and said:
,
"Where palefaces go?"
some hoolrs.
"We are looking for the redskins who killed three of our
It did not take him long to cut a. small sapling with his
people and made prisoners of some more," replied Wild, lookhunting-knife and transform it into a pole.
know who killed and
Cheyenne Charlie quickly dug some worms for him and he ing him steadily in the eye. "Do you here
when we arrived
scalped the three men we found lying
I began to fish.
ago?"
time
short
a
the
from
right
' It was certainly great sport that Jim had
"Ugh! grounted the Indian. "Me n-0t see palefaces till you
start.
come."
·dropped
he
as
He began hauling in the fish almost as fa.st
"That's a lie!" whispered the scout. "I kin tell by ther
.
his line in the water.
he's talkin'."
way
did.
he
Wild and Charlie enjoyed it almost as well as
"You never saw the log cabin that stood over there, did
The scout cleaned some of the larger of the fish and then you?" went on Wild, pointing to the heap of ashes.
told Jim that there was no need of catching any more.
The Indian shook his bead in the negative.
"I'll make a fire and we'll have ·em fried for dinner," he
"Me no been here in many moons," he declared.
said.
"Well, what are you doing here now?"
"All right," answered Dart. "I guess I'll have one boiled for
"The palefaces better go away from here," retorted the redmy dinner.,.
is the home of the red man,
"Well, if you do I reckon you'll have to boil it yourself after skin, evading the question. "This him
out. The Great Father
and the palefaces must not drive
we git ther coffee done with."
"No, I won't wait that long. I'll have my :fish ,boiled before at Washington should take this land from them."
"You were sent over to tell us that we had better get out
you get that fire going good."
this part of the country, then?" said our hero, questionof
geyser.
The scout looked at the hot
ingly.
fish
like
you
if
"But
said.
"I know what you mean," he
"Yes."
cooked with their insides in, I don't. Go ahead, an' let's see
"Vvell, you back and tell your people that we are going to
you boil your fish."
here as fong as we want to, and that it is they who must
stay
him."
boil
I'll
"Wait till I catch a good big one. Then
of here. If they don't there will come a big crowd of
out
get
over
weighed
A minute later Jim got one on his hook that
soldiers and drive them out.•·
a pound.
"Ugh!''
It certainly was a beauty, and as he swung it ashore he let
That was all ihe Indian said.
it whirl around and drop right into the boiling geyser.
He wheeled his horse a.round like a shot and galloped back to
Then he stood there dodging the falling hot water for about
.bis waiting companions.
ten minutes.
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"It is not quite one sun from here,'' replied the red man,
"Dismount and get behind these boulders!" exclaimed Young
Wild West. "Make your horses lie down, boys! There is go- pointing to the south.
"It must be near the great waters, then."
ing to be a skirmish! "
"Yes."
That he knew just what he was talking about was more than
By the great waters Wild meant the Yellowstone Lake,
evident, for they had scarcely got their feet on the ground
when the Indians uttered their war cry and made ready to which occupies quite a space in the southeastern portion of the
National Park.
charge upon them.
And by "sun" the Indian meant that it was not quite a
It was an admirable place to fight from on the shore of the
little Jake, for there were several rocks and boulders to crouch day's journey from where they were.
Our hero thought he had gained all the information necesbehind.
Yelling like so many demons, the Indians came riding to- sary on that point, so he now proceeded to try and find out
what had become of the rest of the surveying party.
ward them.
"The Blackfeet scalped the three palefaces, didn't they?"
Young Wild West waited until they fired a volley, an·d then,
as the bullets flattened against the rocks or whistled through and he pointed to the ruins of the cabin not far distant.
The Indian hung his head.
the air over their heads, he gave the -command to fire.
"Speak!" commanded Wild. "If your tongue is crooked
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart knew exactly what to do.
When they were given the order to fire they knew that it you shall go to the happy hunting grounds so quickly that!
meant for them to shoot as fast as they could, and make every you won't know what sent you there! Tell the truth, and 1
you shall be allowed to go back to your people."
shot tell.
"The Blackfeet killed and scalped the palefaces," he said
Crack! crack! crack!
At the first three shots fired three of the Indians dropped slowly, without lifting his eyes.
"What became of the other palefaces-there were more than
from the saddle.
three here?'"
Crack! crack! crack!
''They went away."
Three more went down.
"They went away?"
That checked them, and as. they came to a halt and strove
"Yes, the Blackfeet drove them away. They fought us, and
to turn, three more went under.
"Don't Jet up on them!" cried Wild. "They meant to treat that is why we kill three and scalp them. Then we burn
us tpe same as they did the poor fellows they left lying here cabin. We no hurt palefaces first."
"Your tongue is straight, redskin?"
for us to bury. Keep shooting till they are out of sight."
"Yes!" and the Indian folded his arms and looked the boy
It was one of the easiest victories the three had ever won,
for they had the Indians terrified in Jess than two minutes. squarely in the eyes.
"You do not know where the palefaces who are living now
With half their number dead or dying on the ground, they
are, then?"
tried hard to get away.
"No!" and he shook his head emphatically.
But only four of them escaped being hit by a bullet, and
"All right. You can go now."
one of. these was thrown from his horse as the animal stumThe Blackfoot did not need to be told twice.
,
bled.
He turned without a word, and, casting a swift glance
.. Let the others go !" exclaimed Young Wild West, as he
leaped forward to catch the fallen redskin. "I want this one. around, he· picked out a riderless horse, and, mounting, rode
away at the top of the animal's speed.
He m· y be able to give us some information."
"I reckon ther redskin is mighty glad to git away,'' said
·wild ran with a dash, and when the Indian got upon his feet
Charlie, looking arter him as though he w-0uld like to halt
he was within a few feet of him.
"Hold! " exclaimed the boy, as the fellow drew an ugly- him with a bullet. ·'I never seen a good Injun yet, an' ther
looking knife. "I am not going to fight you; I am going to best thing that could happen to that measly coyote would be
to drop dead."
take you alive."
"I guess he told us the truth, though," Jim spoke up.
There was a grunt of defiance and then the redskin lunged
"Yes, I am of that -Opinion," declared Wild.
forward, probably resolved to do or die.
"Well, what are you goin' to do now?"
Young Wild West very quickly stepped aside, and then with
"Look for the surviving surveyors and the Treasure Trove
a well-directed blow sent him to the ground in a semi-unconat the same time."
scious state.
"And it will be luck if either of them is found," said Jim.
As this happened Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart came run"Of course, we must trust to luck. We will go it blind, as
ning up.
"Gee ! But you hit ther measly coyote a good one, Wild," y-0u said before."
After a short consultation the three headed southward.
said Charlie. "I reckon he feels as though an army mule
They did not know where to look for the survi v-0rs of the
ki<:lced him."
The redskin rolled his eyes at the spealrnr as though he party of surveyors.
Wild knew tbat the Blackfeet had been taught a lesson that
heard and understood just what he said.
they would not soon forget.
'·Get up!·· commanded Wild.
But he intended to drive them to their reservation if he
H e did so, not making a move to fight this time, but standing before them in the sullen, indifferent manner so common could, and as the ones who survived the attack were heading \
in that direction when last seen, he had an idea that they '
to redskins.
" I want to ask you some questions," went on our hero, "and would go there.
He was of the opinion that there were not many of them at
if you tell the truth I am going to let you go back to your
large in that section, anyway.
people ...
"It was just a roving band of the worst of the Blackfeet
There came just the least bit of glow in the Indian's eyes
that started out to do a little plundering, I guess," he said. ·
at this.
"What paleface brave want to ask me?" he inquired, speak- "I suppose they have been bothering the surveyors for a long
time, and that is why we were asked to come out here to try
ing much plainer than they had an idea he could.
"Do you see that?" and Wild pointed to the geyser that was and straighten things up."
"Well, I reckon we straightened some of 'em out, anyhow,"
now boiling up at a great rate.
chuckled the scout. "Ther chances are that we dropped more
"Yes," was the answer.
"Are there many of them here? " and the boy swung his of 'em in five minutes than the surveyors did all the time they 1
was foolin' with 'em."
hands around, indicating a large scope of country.
,; There is no doubt about that."
·'Yes, many."
"When we shoot at Indians we shoot to kill; others shoot to
·· Are there any that look like the grass," pointing to a patch
frighten them away," observed Jim. "That accounts for it,
of green near the redskin's feet.
probably."
The prisoner shook his head.
Our three friends rode on at a steady gait till nightfall.
'· Only one," he said.
They were heading almost due south, and that was all they
Jim Dart gave a start.
He had been a doubter a ll along, but the fact of the Indian knew as to where they were going.
When they halted at sundown they were in about as pretty ,
declaring that there was a geyser of the color of grass made
a place as they had ever seen.
him believe that there was something in it, after all.
It was a sort of level plateau back by a towering cliff that
"Where is the fountain of water that is hot and of the green
1
color?'' asked Wild, apparently as though he was only asking contained the nest of more than one pair of eagles.
Directly in front of them and extending for miles was a
the question out of mere curiosity.
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had failed to arouse him so he could do his trick at standing
guard.
He rubbed his eyes and looked around.
.
Jim Dart was nowhere to be seen!
Then he took another look. and found that not only was
the Indian also missing, but his horse and that of Jim.
What could it mean?
Wild lost no time in arousing the scout.
"What's ther matter?" queried Charlie, seizing 'h.is rifle and
springing to his feet.
"Jim did not wake me at three o'clock, and he is not here."
"Took a walk around, I s'pose."
"Our Indian friend is missing, also, and so are the horses
of both."
"Gee! That is funny!"
"That is what I think."
"Ther redskin has been doin' some crooked work."
"It looks that way."
"He has had friends close by, an' they've carried off Jim
for some purpose or other."
"It might be."
"We ain't been robbed while we slept, have we?"
Both felt in their pQckets.
"I ain't lost anything," said the scout.
"And I haven't, either. But wait! I have, too! The key
is gone!"
"Ther key to ther Treasure Trove!" cried the scout.
"Yes, it is gone, just as sure as you are standing the,e! I
had it in this pocket, and I am positive of it."
"Was ther paper in it?"
"Yes, I put it back in it, because I didn't know of any betCHAPTER VII.
ter place."
"Then we are dished!"
THE TREASURE TROVE IS FOUND.
"We have been caught napping, you mean."
"An' Jim's gone!" went on Charlie, not noticing the re"What do you want, redskin?" asked Young Wild West, as
mark.
he faced the Blackfoot Indian.
"We want to go with palefaces," was the reply.
"That's the worst part of it," declared Young Wild West. "Do
"You want to go with us?" echoed the boy. "Why didn't you know one thing? I allowed that Indian to deceive me!
you go with the three we let get away?"
Now I am satisfied that he had some one behind him all the
time. The way things look, some one who wanted to get the
"They dead."
Treasure Trove sent him here to get that key, and that being
"They are dead!"
·
"Yes."
the case, who could it be but Tom Skidmore?"
"That's so. Ther measly coyote must have follered us."
"vVhat killed them?"
"Well, we must follow the trail of Jim's horse. We can tell
"Me!" and the Indian thrust his breast out proudly and put
it by the marks the shoes will make. We haven't a bit of time
on an air of importance.
"You killed 'em, hey?" remarked Cheyenne Charlie, step- to lose, for they are hours ahead of us."
"It won't do to hurry too much. I think we'll do much betping forward. "What did you do that for, you measly coyote?"
"They no like me because I talked to palefaces with a ter on a full stomach, don't you? Besides, Jim might have
started out after ther Indian. It don't seem possible that he
straight tongue."
could have allowed ther redskin to make a prisoner of him."
"An' then you had a fight?"
1"Yes."
"I believe you are right, Charlie."
"I feel sure I am.•· ·
"And you killed them all?" asked Wild.
The scout was much pleased at being allowed to make a
"Yes, one. two, three!" and he counted his fingers.
suggestion.
"And now you want to go with us?"
Generally Wild was ready for anything that turned up, l:mt
"Yes, me want to go with you and help find other palefaces.
there were times when a suggestion from Charlie or Jim came
Me want to be a good Indian."
in all right.
"All right, redskin. What name do you go by?" ,
This was one of them.
"Running Horse."
The scout bustled about and soon had a fire going with
"Well, that isn't a bad name. We will give you a trial for
the coffee kettle hung over it.
a while, anyhow. Just make yourself at home."
Next he sliced off some of the bear meat from the hams and
Without so much as a "Thank you" the redskin walked beproceeded to get them ready for broiling, when the blaze and
hind a clump of rocks and brought his horse forward.
Though Wild did not mean to trust him too far, he really smoke subsided.
In half an hour they had eaten a hasty breakfast and were
~
thought he was sincere in what he said.
A site was soon selected for a camp and then the bear meat ready to start.
The trail made qy the two missing horses was quite plain,
was hung up and they proceeded to cook supper.
They had shot plenty of game during the afternoon, so so they rode along at a good gait, and that gave them hopes
of soon overtaking Jim.
there was no lack of good things to eat.
When it came noon they were in a very dreary spot.
'fhe Indian had little to say, but appeared to be pretty well
Before them was a huge V-shaped mass of rock that towered
contented, so our three friends allowed him to have his own high above them, and on either side of this was a stream of
way.
·
When it came time to turn in, Cheyenne Charlie took first water.
The stream flowed along in the direction they had been ridwatch.
ing and split right there, and as the two horses had taken to
Running Horse kept awake with him, though he was not the water a few yards back, there was no telling which way
asked to do so.
had gone.
At twelve o'clock Charlie awoke Jim, who was to go on till they
"Charlie," said Wild, as he came to a halt and patted his
three, when Wild would take bis turn, and then turned in.
horse on the neck, "now is the time that we have got to go it
The Indian also sought his blanket.
Both Wild and Charlie felt perfectly safe, so they slept blind. Ride back here a ways and we'll put the horses in the
brook. 'rhen we'll pull our hats down over our eyes and let
pretty sound.
them go which way they take a notion. 'l'hi~is as good a way
Nothing disturbed them, and they slept on.
It was not until day was breaking that Young Wild West as any, for we have got to go it blind and trust to luck."
"Good enough!" exclaimed the scout.
awoke.
'l'hey turned and wal111ed their horses back and then forced
He sprang to his feet instantly, for it struck him that Jim

canyon that cut its way through the heart of the mountains
in a snake-like fashion.
Lakes, sulphur springs and geysers could be seen on all
sides.
But the water that spouted up from the earth, for the most
part, was a dirty brown.
There was nothing that had anything like a green hue to it.
''This is certainly a fine place," remarked Wild, as he took
in the scene.
"Yes, it is a very pretty place," averred Jim.
"Ther place ain't so putty as that is ·o ver there!" exclaimed
.
Charlie, unslinging his rifle.
The boys looked and saw a big grizzly lumbering slowly toward them on a ledge about fifty yards away.
"That is a fine fellow," Wild admitted.
Then the scout's rifle cracked.
The big bear staggered for a few feet and then toppled over,
falling from the ledge · and rolling down toward them.
"That was a good shot, Charlie," remarked Dart.
"Left eye into the brain," was the reply, as he ran forward
with his hunting-knife to bleed him.
The bear was stone dead, for when either of the three drew
bead on one it was generally the last of him.
All three set to and began to relieve the carcass of the skin.
They had just finished the job and cut off the hams when
they happened to look up and see the Indian who had given
them the information that afternoon standing close by with
folded hands.
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that you're folthem to step into the stream, which was quite shallow, though careful that you don't let them fellers know
lerin' 'em. Don't git too close to 'em."
the water flowed swiftly enough to obliterate all tracks.
"Jest leave that to me, cap. I've follered lots of trails in my
Wild pulled his sombrero over his eyes and Charlie quickly
time."
followed suit.
Skidmore picked out the men he wanted to go with him to
"Go on, Spittii;e!" said the young Prince of the Saddle, althe log cabin on the hill, and thiin Joe Ford started out with
lowing the reins to drop on the sorrel's neck.
gone about fifThen both steeds walked along, keeping in the center of the rest, after Wild and his partners had been
the stream. At the end of a minute the two lifted tr.eir hats. teen minutes.
Skidmore rode in a roundabout way till the cabin of Henry
'l'hey had not seen which fork the horses had taken, but that
Mansfield was reached.
made no difference to them.
As the villains neared it they saw both Mansfield and his
It was a blind ride they were going to take now, :1it'1 that
wife at work in the little clearing about a hundred yards from'
was all there was to it.
On they rode through the stream, the water splashing under the dwelling.
Just then the voice of Yellowstone Mag was heard singing 1
the horses' hoofs.
held up his hand for
It occurred to our hero at the end of a few minutes that an old familiar love song, and Skidmore
they could just as well ride along on the bank of the stream. silence.
As hard-hearted and cruel as he was, he had an ear for
So he turned out of it, and Charlie was glad to follow.
For over an hour they rode along, and then, as they paused music.
And 'the girl's voice was so entrancing that he sat in the1
to take a loolc around them, Wild caught sight of something
saddle and listened in a sort of rapture as the notes from her·
that caused him to start.
air.
About two hundred yards ahead he saw a stream of water lips rose and fell .on the still morning
"Hang it!" he thought. "That gal sings like a bird. I've
shooting into the air that had a distinctly greenish hue in the
a good mind to try an' take her along with us on this trip up'
sunlight.
through ther Yallerstone. That would be gittin' revenge on
geyser!"
green
"The
cried.
"Look, Charlie!" he
her an' her folks, fur fair! Well, I'm goin' to have that kiss,,
"By jingo!" was the reply. "I believe you're right!"
if I don't git nothin' else."
"Ride along easy, now; we will investigate."
A thick growth -0f pines shielded them from the view of .
When they got a little closer they heard the sound of voices.
field, so they rode along
Then they concluded to ride around and make for the geyser the man and woman at work in the
until they were within thirty feet of the house.
from two points.
Then they dismounted and Tom Skidmore made ready to
Wild took a tlirection to the left, heading for a big boulder.
·
came from.
As he brought his horse to a halt a startling sight met his enter the cabin, for there the singing
"Jest wait right here, unless you hear a shot, fur then it
gaze.
on me," he said.
On the ground near the greenish-hued fountain of scalding will mean that ther gal has opened fire toward
the open door.
The next minute he was sneaking
water was a square box with two men bending over it.
The girl was too engrossed in her work and her singing
It had evidently just been taken from the ground, as he
to hear him, and he tip-toed his way inside and stealthily ,
could see a freshly dug hole near it.
I
approached her.
But that was not all that he saw.
The first she became aware of his presence was w)len he
Lying on the ground, bound hand and foot, was Jim Dart.
to kiss her.
·'Ah!·• thought the boy. "J guess my blind ride was all for caught her by the arms and made an attempt
But he failed in accomplishing his purpose, for she jerked
the good."
The villains arose from the box and whispered together a her head away from him.
Then, just as she was going to utter a scream, ne clapped
moment.
brawny hand over her mouth.
his
keenly.
them
Our hero was watching
"All right!" he exclaimed. "If you won't let me kiss you
One of the men picked up the helpless form of Jim Dart
here, I'll take Y~ some place wnere you will."
and started for th~ geyser.
Hanging on th wall right close to him was a heavy cloak,
Wild dismounted.
before the rl had recovered from her surprise he seized
and
he
before
but
him
saw
and
turned
As he did so the other
j lt and flung it .over her head.
could draw a weapon the boy had him by the throat._
He twisted it about her neck in such a manner that the
''Come here, Charlie!., shouted Wild, and then with a dexcry that came from her lips was but a smothered gurgle .. ·
terous twist he threw the maft to the ground in a heap.
Skidmore was a powerful man, and the girl was but a mere
"Whoopee!" the voice or Qheyenne Charlie called out, but
before the shout died out Tom Skidmore and the rest of his child in his grasp.
Out of the cabin he hurriea, holding her struggling form
gang rushed on the scene.
, tightly in his arms.
Young Wild West was in for a lively time!
"I'm goin' to take her with us fur good luck," he said to
his men. "Jest hold her till I git on my horse."
Two of the villains sprang to do his bidding, and the next
minute he was in the saddle.
CHAPTER VIII.
Jolly, reckless Mag Mansfield was handed up to nim.
"You'd better tie her arms so she can't git loose," he said.
Tl~E RASC'ALLY GAXG DOES SOME BOLD WORK.
"An', while we're at it, we'li' put a gag in her mouth, as I
way.•·
Ton~ Skidmore was jubilant when he saw Young Wild West don't s'pose she kin breathe very good that
There was a man among them who was an adept at fixing
and his two partners ride out of Roaring Flat and head for the
gs.gs in the mouths of persons, and he at -0nce set to work.
border line of the great National Park.
He used a big bandana handkerchief, and just as he was
··Don't say a word or fire a shot, boys," he said. "They're
of her
headin' for tiler place where ther treasure is hid. I'm goin' about to place it where it would shut off all chance
in makingi
to foller 'em right away, but before I start I've got to do a screaming she made a violent twist and succeeded
one loud scream for help.
little business."
But that was all!
"What business have yer got to do, cap?" asked the villain
Then she was rei1dered helpless in short order, both in
known as Joe Ford.
.. I was to pay my respects to ther family what lives up on using her tongue and her hands.
But her cry had been heard by her parents in the field.
tber hill over yonder."
Henry Mansfield looked up and saw the muffled figure on
"You mean ther sassy gal an' her father an' mother?"'
seized his
"Yes. I feel as though I oughter git square with 'em fur the horse in the grasp of a man, and he quickly
what happened last night. Blamed if I ain't goin' to kiss that rifle that stood against a tree near by.
The weapon flew to his ·shoulder just as the villains started
gal afore I start. But I tell you what you kin do, Joe, You
can take half ther men an' foller ther trail of Young Wild to leave.
Crack!
West. Jest leave things plain so's ther rest of us kin foller.
As the report rang out the fellow who bad done the gaggin11
'Tain't likely they'll ride so awful fast, so we will overtake
heart.
yer in an hour or two. I've got it in my .head that I must kiss dropped to the ground with;,a bullet in his
"Come on, boys! We're in fur it, so we may as well git out
that sassy young gal afore I start fur ther big pile of gold
of it! " cried Skidmore.
that's waitin' for us."
Then away they dashed through the woods, the riderless
.".All right, cap. Jest as you say."'
"Well, go ahead, then. You kin start now, but be mighty horse keeping up with them.
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They had a talk that lasted for about ten minutes, and then
Then it was that the villains performed a very neat trick
the Blackfoot decided to join his fortunes with the gang of
on Henry Mansfield.
They rode out into the trail that led away from the mining whites who were hunting for gold.
Just as he was about to ride back to the camp of Tom Skidtown, and then took to a brook that led around through the
more with Ford, Running Horse heard a signal from one of
woods.
Quite naturally, Mansfield would think they were trying his own race.
He quickly answered it, and then the three who had manIto get as far away from the town as possible, while in reality
aged to escape came forward .
they were only riding around it to the other side.
He explained matters to them. and the result was that all
Anyhow, the move threw Mansfield entirely off the track;
when the scoundrels were miles away with their prisoner four of the Indians went back with them and joined the band
.Mansfield and a party of miners were looking for them in of Skidmore.
What pleased the villains most wa$ that the redskins knew
an entirely different direction.
Mag was not a little bit frightened at what bad happened, where the geyser was that showed with a greenish color.
"Well," said Skidmore, "we kin find that easy enough, but
but she was surprised, as well.
Reckless and brave as she was, she was only a girl, after what are we goin' to do when we find it? It ain't likely that
all, and she did ~!: nsiderable crying as she was carried along ther treasure is layin' on ther top of ther ground."
"I tell you what I think would be a good scheme," spoke up
'on the back of the horse.
When Skidmore got tired of holding her on his horse he Ford. "We will let this fellow," pointing to Running Horse,
"go and make friends with Young Wild West and his gang.
gave her to one of the other men.
And changing off every half hour or so, they rode along Then he kin try to steal ther key from them. You know it
u ntil shortly before noon they overtook Joe Ford and the rest was a key that Jones Malcolm carried all the time whieb would
show up ther treasure. He showed it to me onct, an' saicl: 'If
of the band .
l<'o1·d shook his head when be saw that the captain had you had that key you could find ther gold, but I ain't goin'
to let you have it, so you will never find it!' "
''}rought the girl with him.
"That's what he said," replied Skidmore. " You say you
"I'm sorry you done this, cap,•· he said.
seen ther key. Did you git a good loo~ at it?"
"V/hat are yer sorry fur?" was the retort.
"Cause ther gal may be ther means of git tin' us in trouble."
"Oh, yes!"
"I don't see how she kin."
"What did it look like?"
"Well, I do. There's Injuns about here, you know.•·
"Only a commo'n key, like what you'd use in a padlock."
"Well, I reckon they won't bother us."
"So you think if we bad that key we could find tber treasure
"Yes, they will. We've got ter be on ther lookout fur 'em, then?"
too."
"I sartlnly do."
"Then let ther lnjun go an' steal it from Young Wild West,
"Well, never mind about ther gal. I'll take care of her.
She's my gal, an' I'm goin' to marry her as soon as we git 'cause he must sartlnly have it."
"Of course he has got it."
to a place where we kin find a dominie."
Then the plan was laid that worked so successfully.
Ford shook his head.
Running Horse deceived Wild and his partners and got the
It was evidently that he thought the captain had done anykey he was sent after.
thing but a wise act.
And when he got the key, Ford and the other three Indians
"How fur do yer s'pose Young Wild West is ahead of us"'?"
asked Skidmore, after he had talked to his captive coaxingly, were lurking right near the camp.
It occurred to Ford that perhaps they could not use the key
and met with no success.
without the knowledge of what it was to unlock, so he made
"Not far," replied Ford.
it up in his mind to capture Jim Dart and take him to the
"Good enough! S'pose we go into camp putty soon?"
"As soon as we find a good place it will be a good idea to green geyser with them .
do that. I'm putty hungry, myself."
Jim fell an easy victim to them, as he bad"no idea that RunThey kept on till about one o'clock, and then they came to ning Horse was playing them false.
a halt within a quarter of a mile of the ruins of the burned
The Indian must have been very soft in his touch to remove
hut where Wild and his partners had buried the bodies of the the key from Wild's pocket without waking him, but he did it,
•
three slain men.
·
just the same.
When they bad bound Jim hand and foot and gagged him,
But they could not see the spot, so the villains bad no idea
that the ones they were following were camped not a great they set .out for the balance of the gang that , : as in waiting
not far distant.
,.
ways from them.
Then, with the Indians to guide them, they rode through
But it was not very long after that they realized that somethe darkness for the green geyser, as Ford proved t o be shrewd
thing was going on not far away.
They heard the shooting that took place during the de- enough to examine the key and find the paper that was stuffed
In the end of it.
cisive skirmish our friends had with the Indians.
Ford began to think that he was really tl:> e one wh o s hould
Joe Ford concluded to take a scout around and find out what
have the most to say about the treasurf.: -,vhen it was found,
was going on.
He mounted his horse and quickly rode in the direction of and the more he thought this "'.''"-Y cne more he became convinced that he ought to take a little of the wind out of the
the firing.
When he was within a hundred yards of the scene the firing sails of Tom Skidmore.
But he concluded to wait till the treasure was unearthed and
ceased.
then work a scheme to get the major portion of it.
Ford dismounted and tied his horse.
The white scoundrels did not think of trying to hide their
Then he crept cautiously around to get a view of what wa~
trail, but the redskins did.
taking place.
It was just at this moment that Wild knocked the Indian
That was how they came to take to the brook.
It was daylight when they reached the place where the Indown.
Ford was near enough to hear what was being said.
dians declared the spouting water of green color was.
·'Green geyser, hey?" he muttered. "That must be thor
But it was not until the sun came up that they could see
place where ther gold is buried, then. H~ wouldn't be lookin' that the boiling water really was of greenish hue.
fur any such quee-r place fur anything else, 'tain't likely. I
After no little delay and a whole lot of studying over the
paper they found in the key the villains dug up a box that
guess I'll have a talk with that Injun if they let him go."
When he saw them let him go he ran back to his horse and answered to the description written by JonP!s i\Ial colm.
rode around to intercept the India n.
Tho redskins showed a strong fear of the spouting hot
As the ground was soft just th ere the horse be rode made water, and that caused the villainOU$ gang to r egard it with a
·
little superstition. so they pitched their camp behind a. pile of
little noise with its hoofs.
Ford was lucky. for be managed to o,ortakc tlie Blackfoot rocks a few yards th e other side of it.
They did this before the box was du g up, a nd when the treasabout half a mile from the scene of the shooting.
''Hold on, Injun!" he called out. , "I'm a friend. I ain't like ure was finally unearthed, Joe Ford suggested thn t tw o rr. en
should be appointed to stand guard over it until the y had
them three fellers what shot down a whole lot of yer."
effected some sort of an agreement as to how it was to be diRunning Horse looked keenly at the man.
Then ho must. have eome to the conclusion that he was a vided.
After no little argument two men were selected to watch
genuine villain, for he at once showed his willingness to make
the square box.
friends with him.
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Charlie. These are just what I wanted. Now I have got a
c:hance to pay the villains what I owe them with interest."
The position the three held commanded a view of the square
box, and as no one could possibly reach it without exposing
thems·e1ves, it looked as th-0ugh the box was likely to remain
in dispute for some time.
But notwithstanding how the situation might look to some,
Young Wild ·west did not figure that the Treasure T rove was
to remain Jong in dispute.
He was determined to get possession of the box, and he
meant to win by strategy, if by no other way.
He very quickly came to the conclusion that the position
they held among the rocks could hardly be beaten.
It was the highest spot around the vicinity, and ther e were
enough rocks and boulders for them to lie behind in case they
were attacked from any direction.
Wild smiled when he thought over it.
"I guess we will show Tom Skidmore a thing or two before
he gets through with us," he observed.
"I reckon we will," Charlie put in.
CHAPTER IX.
"I wa n t' to have satisfaction on that Indian, if I can get the
chance," observed Dart. "It was he who threw a rope a bout
THE TREASUllE RE::\I.AlNS U ' T01; u1-rno.
my arms unexpected and then clapped h is han d over my
mouth. Then one of the white men and three mor e Indian s
Crack! crack! crack!
Three shots rang out in quick succession, and as many of sprang upon me, and they had me just where they wanted me .
the villains who were pressing upon Young Wild West dropped. I want revenge upon Running Horse, as he calls himself, for
that."
Cheyenne Charlie fired the shots, and he fired to kill.
"Well, I reckon you'd know his face if y-0u seen it, wouldn't
"Whoopee!" he shouted, and then he sprang upon them like
you?" asked the '!3cout.
a cyclone.
"You bet I would! I would know him half a mile off. '1
The men were not a little disconcerted at this, but Young
''Well, jest have a little patience. You'll git a shot at him
Wild West was perfectly cool.
He realized that they would have to put up a desperate . before ther day is over. If I see him I'll tell you, so yo u kin
have a chance at ther measly coyote."
fight in order to save Jim Dart and then get away.
"How m'.1-Ily of them are there left, do you suppose?" reThe echoes of Charlie's yell had scarcely died out when he
marked Wild.
started in to do some shooting on his own account.
"I counted fourteen of them a couple of hours ago, including
Crack! crack!
the four redskins," answered Jim. "And if I am not mistaken
Two went down.
The scoundrels fell back behind the boulders in a jiffy, and they have a prisoner with them."
"A prisoner!" eehoed Wild and Charlie.
then as quick as a flash Wild ran to the spot where J im Jay
"Yes."
and severed his bonds with two quick strokes.
"Did you ·see him?"
"Crawl around to the other side of the geyser-quick!,. he
"No, but they have got a tent made of blankets over there,
exclaimed. "Then make for the cover of the rocks back there.
and there is some one guarding it all ' the time."
Hurry up, Jim!"
"That seems queer," and Wild shook his head. "If they had
Jim Dart needed no second bidding.
He had been about as near to a horrible death as he cared a male prisoner they would not treat him that way. Can it be
that they have captured some woman or girl?"
to be, and his one thought just now was to escape.
·'That is just what I would take it to be," Jim said. "Still,
Flying bullets were nothing to be compared with that sizit may be that one -0f their number is sick and that the men
zling, boiling, greenish water!
A few drops had fallen upon the boy as he Jay on the ground, watching are simply there to answer his call. Come to think
of it, I guess that's what it is."
and the spots where it touched were now blisters.
This seemed plausible, but Young Wild West could not get
Cheyenne Charlie kept firing at the outlaws every time he
caught sight of one, and while this was going on Jim got it out of his head that there was not a prisoner in the tent Jim
had spoken of.
around the geyser and reached some scattered rocks.
He said nothing just then, but busied himself in rolling
Wild immediately retreated to where he had left his horse,
and then he began to work his way around to where Jim was stones in a heap, so as to fix up the unsheltered spots.
He was satisfied that they would make that place their headand meet Charlie, who was making for that point.
There were only three of them, but they meant to give 'l'om quarters for a few hours, anyhow.
When everything was to his liking he turned to his comSkidmore's gang the fight of their Jives before they allowed
them to take possession of the box they bad dug from the panions and said:
"I am going to try and work my way around so -! ·can get a
ground.
There was no certainty that there was any gold in it. but view of the enemy's camp. I want to see what it looks like.
Wild felt that there was, for he now believed that the dying If any of the scoundrels attempt to rush out from cover and
get the box, drop them!"
man had told the truth.
"All right!" was the reply.
Jim was crouching behind a big rock with a rather dejected
Then, leaving his rifle behind him, the daring young Prince
look on his face when iVild reached him.
of the Saddle began creeping away from the spot.
"iVhat's the matter, old fellow?" our hero asked him.
He was used to that sort of work.
"I haven't got a thing to help Jay out the villainous gang,"
Time was no object to him just th en.
he answered . "They took everything I had, even to my
He meant to get around so he co uld take a good look at the
pocket-knife."
"iVell, we will have to try and get you a shooter or two. camp.
He had two objects in doing this.
Just take it easy for a few minutes. Here comes Charlie! "
The first was to see how many ther e were of the outlaws,
Sure enough the scout could be seen making his way cauthe second was to find out whether they really had a prisoner
,
tiously along, leading his horse.
Onre he must have exposed himself to the view of the scoun- or not.
Wild was going to do all this without their knowing it, too.
drels, for three or four shots rang out and he dodged.
He crept around in a semicircle, using the shrubbery and
But luckily he was not hit, and he soon got to the safe
the rocks to shield his form from their view.
coyer. where his two companions were.
When he got half-way around he happened to look in the
·' Here you go, Jim! " he cried, as he handed over a belt containing a brace of shooters, a knife and a number of cart- direction of the geyser.
It was certainly a grand sight from that point of view, and
ridges. "I reckon you might need this. An' here's a Remington, too. I took 'em from ther feller what was nearest to he could not help pause and watch the steaming water as it
me, af tei" J dropped him. By jingo! But they come mighty spouted 'high in the air and fell in a perpetual shower on all
sides.
near scalclin' you to death, didn't they?'"
In color it was a delicate green, and the white steam that
"'Jthey did, sure enough," answered the boy . "Thank you,

Then Tom Skidmore said that it be left to them to dispose
of their captive, so they agreed to throw him into the boiling
geyser, after they had imbibed a little whisky that the men
had with them.
So Jim Dart was turned over to their care, and just as they
were about to put an end to him Young Wild West appeared
on the scene.
Jim Dart could see about all that was transpiring.
He even saw Wild as he leaped upon the villain and threw
him to the ground.
But when he heard him call Cheyenne Charlie and heard
the scout's answer, he felt that he had a big show of Jiving,
since the fellow released his hold upon him and Jet him drop
to the ground.
But when Tom Skidmore and the whole gang rushed upon
the scene he made up his mind that his chances were very
slim again. ·
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ascended in a cloud from the top of the fountain contrasted
with it till it looked beautiful in the extreme.
"I have seen many beautiful sights in the Wild West," he
mused, "but this certa.i nly lays way over aU of them. My!
but what would one of the ricll mine owners give to have
that natural fountain in the front of his residence!"
Beaut:ir has a charm, but it did not last long with our hero
just then.
He had business on hand, and he never allowed anything to
interfere with llim when he was on business.
He turned away from the geyser and proceeded on his way
around.
In about ten minutes from the time he left Charlie and Jim
lle ha<'( reached a point directly in the rear of the camp of
the villainous band,
He felt confident that \ his movements had not been ob·served.
He now began creeping toward the camp.
In just two minutes he was within a dozen yards of it, and
all he had to do was to pull some bushes aside and look upon
the gang.
Wild was lying flat on his stomach, one of his ever-ready
revolvers in his hand.
He never took any chances of allowing an enemy to get the
first shot when at close quarters.
He lay perfectly motionles~ for the space of a minute, and
then he carefully pulled the bushes apart with his left hand.
Then he could not help giving a nod of satisfaction, for before him in full view was the camp.
The meu bad rolled stones up in a ring around their camp,
and from the looks of them they were more than anxious.
Wild counted them and found there were but eight, two being Indians.
One of these he very quickly made out to be Running Horse.
Tom Skidmore was there, too.
He was lying on the ground ciose to the tent Jim Dart had
spoken of.
Some of the gang were talking in tow tones, and Wild
lis tened to catch what they were saying.
"I don't know what would be ther best thing t er do," he
heard one of them say. "We would be fools to sneak away an'
leave that box of gold there after diggi.n' it out. But I s'pose
some more of us will go und er if we try to git at it."
"Yes," answered another of them, shrugging his shoulders.
"I never seen anything like It More! Them fellers never pulls
a trigger without a man goes down.' Jest look what they done
to us! An' jest when we had things all our own way, too!
It don't seem possibte that two fellers-an' only boys, at that
-could do it!"
•·well, since you fellers have started to talk about it ag'in,"
spoke u_p Tom Skidmore, changing his position so he was looking at the men, "I migl;l,t as well tell yer what has got ter be
did once more. Young Wild West an' his pards have got to be
dropped."
"You've said that as many as a dozen times," retorted the
fi rst speaker, who was no other than Joe Ford, the next in
command of the band.
" Well, as I am ther boss of this crowd, I reckon I've got a
right to say it as many times as I want to. " •
"Of course you have. But sayin' thili.gs don't do 'em, not by
a jugfuH Who's goin' to drop them three fellers, that's what
I'd like ter know? There we had one of 'em all tied up an'
was goin' to scald him, when along comes ther other two an'
puts t her finish to near half of us! Now, you say Young Wild
,vest an' his two pards must go under. Who's goin' to do it,
that's what I want ter know?"
Both had raised their voices during this brief conversation,
and both were evidently not a little nettled over what had
happened.
"\Vhy don't you do it?" exclaimed Skidmore. "You're doin'
so mu ch talkin' about it! "
"Me do it, an' you stay here an' watch t her gal you was fool
enough to bring along! I guess not! "
"Don't you say that I'm a fool! " cried the leader of the
gang, jumping to his feet in al;l angry manner.
Ford got up instantly a n d laid his hand on his revolver.
"Paleface braves no figh t !" spoke up Running Horse, as he
ran forward to pacify them. " We lose enough braves now.

Instantly every man in the camp dropped low to the ground.
"What a miserable lot of cowards!" thought Wild. "I have
a strong notion of rushing among them. So they have really
got a girl prisoner, then? Let me see, what will be the best
thing to do? I guess I had better go back to Charlie and Jim
and tell them what I have lean~ed, Then the three of us can
crawl back here and take the villains by surprise. That's it! " ·
Having come to this conclusion, the boy started back to his
partnexs, not using so much cautio.n as he had in getting there,
as he knew the villains would not be apt to take notice of anything in their present frightened state.

CHAPTER X.
SOl\fE EXCITEMENT AMO NG THE OUTLAWS.

It was abou t ten minutes after the Indian was shot before a
word was spoken by any ·o f the vilh1.~ns.
Joe Ford was the first to make a remark.
"I'm goin' to say what's got to be done," he said, as he
crawled behind a boulder.
"Well, go ahead," retorted Tom Skidmore.
"I'll go an' see them fellers under a flag of truce an' try to
make arrangements so we kin divic(e ther gold what's in the:·
box."
"Do yer thin~ they would agree to that?"
"We kin try it. "
" S'pose they find out that we've got ther gal her e ?"
"You'll have to let her go, in that case."
"Well, I reckon I'm willin' to do that, pro,v idin' they'll not
do anything with us for what we've done."
" Well, I ain't afraid to go an' have a talk with 'em under a
white flag. Who's got a clean handkerchief?-"
Not one in the party had, but one was found that looked
something like white, and, fixing it to the muzzle of his rifle,
Joe Ford arose and started boldly from the camp.
He knew about where our three friends had located, and he
headed right for the spot.
Ford was not afraid of being shot by them.
He had seen enough of the three to know that they were
not the sort to shoot people for nothing.
H e took good care to not go too close to the treasure ch est on
his way, as he thought they might think he was trying a
scheme to get hold of it under the cover o.f the flag of truce,
if he went close to it.
When h e was within fifty yards of the place where Wild andl
his partner s were located, qe came to a halt and called out:
"Hello, there!"
"Hello!·• came the response. " What do you want?"
"I want to talk to you a few minutes. "
"Come here, then."
"You won't touch me, will you, if I do?"
"No. You can have your say and then go back to your gang.
We always respect a flag of truce. "
"All rigbt. I thought you' d say that. You' re honest people,
I know, an' you're about ther best shots I ever seen! "
Ford now walked bold,ly up to the pile of rocks, and the n ext
moment he was met by Wild, who had been back from his
tour of investigation fully five minutes.
"I' ve come over to have a talk with you about ther box we
dug out this mornln', " began Ford.
"vVell, what have you got to say about H? "
"Can't we settle matte1·s by dividin' ther treasure up among
us?"
"I don't believe we can,"
"You won't agree to that, then?"
"No."
" Well, what will you agree to, then?"
"I don't know as we should agree to anything. Things su it
us the way th ey are pretty well. I am sure we have no cause
to comi;,lain. That box belongs to us, ana you know it. "
"Mebbe it does.·•
"There is 1,10 maybe abouit it ."
Ford shrugged his shoulders uneasily.
H e now r ealized that U'1 e flag of truce had not availed him
much.
•
" vVhat are you goin' to do about it?" he asked,. after a pa use.
We- "
That was as far as the Indian got.
"We are going to take 'charge of the treasure when we get
The sharp report of a rifle rang out and he fell back with ready, and we are going to get the gir l you have a prisoner
the death-cry frozen on his lips.
away fI•om you. W e a re also going to sh oot do wn every man
The r edsk in had exposed himself t o the view of Jim Dar t, who fails to hold up his ha nds wnen told to. "
"You k,no w tbat we've gol a gal with us, t hen ?"
a,:d th r bo:v no w had his revenge.
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I told you that I was boss of this gang, didn't I?" roared
"Yes."
the man.
"I didn't have nothin' to do with capturin" her; it was that Skidmore, flashing an ugly glance atbelieve,"
was the retort.
"You said somethin' like that, I
fool of a Tom Skidmore what done it."
"But it strikes me that there hadn't oughter be any boss jest
"Who Is the girl?"
now. I propose that all ther men have somethin' to say about
"You don't know then?"
"Know! How sh~uld we? You must have captured her after what's best to be did?"
A murmur of approval went up from the men.
we left Roaring Flat."
It was plain that they wanted a good leader.
. "Skidmore did capture her after you left ther town. I s'pose
Young Wild West and his partners had taken all the fight
it won't be any harm fur me to tell you who she is. She's
now was some
that gal Skidmore was g-0in' to kiss yisterday when you in- out of them, It seemed, and what was wanted
,
one who could put it in them again.
terfered." .
Both Skidmore and Ford had placed their hands on their
Young Wild West looked surprised
and they sat glaring at each other like a couple of
revolvers,
'.'.You mean Mag Mansfield?" he qu°est!oned.
wolves.·
prairie
regular
a
is
Yes, I guess that's what her name is. She
"Why don't yer go ahead an' shoot me, Tom?" asked Ford,
terror, an' if she was loose an' had a revolver I reckon she'd
speaking in a tantalizing manner.
make things hum around our camp fur a minute or two."
"You need to be shot. I don't know what's got into yer, to
"Well," said Wild, after he had thought for a moment, "I
guess you had better go back to camp and tell Tom Skidmore go agin me like this."
"You don't, hey?"
to let the girl go. Tell him to g!Ye her a good horse, and then
"No, I don't."
let her come over here to us. As soon as you do this your
"Well, I'll tell yer. You don't know how to run things.
gang had better set out for parts unknown. You are marked
You made a big mistake at ther very beginnin'."
men, every one of you!"
"When was that?"
"I'll go baci, and report what you say. I don't know whether
"When Young Wild West cowed yer down as we rode up to
or no we will follow your instruction s."
Malcolm ther day afore yisterday."
Jones
guess
I
not.
or
do
you
"It makes no difference to us whether
couldn't have done any better, could yer?"
"You
you."
of
rest
the
off
pick
it won't take us long to
know; I might have."
don't
"I
went
he
so
to,
reply
a
make
This was too much for Ford to
think you've got more nerve than I have."
you
"Then
on without another word.
do."
"I
and
him,
awaiting
eagerly
Tom Skidmore and the rest were
Both men were drawing the revolvers from their holsters
when he walked into camp they cou:\(l easily tell by the ex- now.
great
a
to
amounted
pression of his face that his visit had not
Those near them rolled out of the way.
deal.
They realized that lead was likely to fly at any moment.
gang.
the
of
leader
the
inquired
out?"
make
you
did
"How
There was not a whole lot of nerve in either of the men, but
"Nothin' extra," was the reply. "I see'll Young Wild West, of the two Ford had the most.
an' he says he won't divide ther treasure with us. He says for
But Skidmore proved to be a little quicker than he, and
me to tell you that you'd better let ther gal go an' give her a without any further words he jerked his shooter to a level
horse to ride away with. Then, he says, you an' your gang had and fired.
better light out fur parts unknown, that we're marked men,
The bullet hit Ford in the . left arm near his shoulder, and
all of us."
ly he fell backward.
involuntari
it?"
is
says,
he
what
"So that is
ther way I settles ther hash of all traitors," re"That's
"Yes."
marked the leader of the outlaw band, hoping to malre a deep
"What did you say when he said that to yer?"
impression on the rest of the men, as he thought he had surely
that
but
said,
he
what
report
an'
"I told him I'd come back
Ford.
killed
not."
or
said
he
as
do
I didn't know whether we'd
"You do, hey?" and Ford jumped to his feet with amazing
"I reckon you'd better do jest as Young Wild West says! " quickness. "Take that, you sneakin' galoot!"
came from the improvised tent just at that moment.
There was a sharp report, and Skidmore dropped to the
Yellowston e Mag had l>E>en listening to what had been said, ground.
speak
to
ed
condescend
had
and as it was the first time she
But he had not been touched by the bullet.
since they had pitched their camp there, her words startled
started to drop the fraction of a second before the reHe
the men a little.
spoke through sheer fright.
volver
"You'd better shet up, gal!" answered Skidmore. "I don't
The villain lay perfectly still and all hands thought he had
know as you've got a word to say about this."
surely been finished.
"I'll show you if I ain't if I get loose, you ugly-lookin ' ga"'l'hat's ther way I fixes all traitors!" exclaimed Joe Ford,
shootin'
ther
all
that
reckon
"I
tent.
the
from
came
loot!"
his revolver back into his belt. "Now, boys, I reckon
thrusting
that has been goin' on ain't benefited you any, an' I've heard one of you had better fix up my arm a little. It strikes me
enough to let me know that you're afraid of Young Wild West, that ther bullet didn't stay in."
j_est afraid of him as death! He'll fix yer whole crowd, if you
A man quickly tore off his shirt and went at work.
don't do as be says, see if he don't! "
It was discovered that it was merely a flesh wound, and
These words did not tend to make the men feel any better.
though it was more or less painful, it was not at all dangerThe solitary Indian-the last of the four who had joined ous.
their forces with the gang-now arose to his feet.
The fellow who had undertaken to dress the wound knew
'· Me go an' shoot palefaces," he said.
of the way the Indian doctored wounds, and he was
something
The faces of Skidmore and Ford brightened as if by magic. not long in pounding some roots and leaves together in a
''Go a.head, yer kin have a double share of ther gold!" the pulp.
leader told him.
This he bound about the wound, and then making a sling
"Me shoot the three palefaces!" was the reply, and without for Ford out of the balance of his shirt, he told him he would
another word the redskin began creeping away from the camp. be all right in a few days.
A deep silence followed his departure.
All this time Tom Skidmore was lying perfectly quiet on the
Five, ten, fifteen minutes passed.
ground.
Then the report of a rifle broke the stillness of the canyon.
Not one of the outlaws paid the least attention to him.
The villains looked at each other.
"Now," observed Ford, "if you fellers are willin' to let me
"There goes one of 'em!" Tom Skidmore ventured to say.
be leader, I'll tell you what we'd better do."
"More likely there goes ther Injun to ther happy huntin'
"Good!" they cried in unison.
grounds,,. added Ford.
"Go ahead an' tell us what we'd better do, Joe," said one.
"We'd better let that gal go, an' that will sorter pacify them
They all waited eagerly for more shooting.
fellers over there."
But there was none.
This was inet with approval.
"There's another one of you gone!" came from the tent. "I
"An' then," said Ford, lowering his voice to a whisper, so it
reckon I won't have to wait so very long before you'll all go
ther same way. It was ther worst day of your life when you could not be heard by the prisoner in the lent, "we'll make a
dash fur ther treasure-bo x. I think we kin git hold of it an'
carried of Yellowston e Mag!"
out of ther range of their bullets afore they know what
git
turnFord,
remarked
"I agree with ther gal on that p'lnt,"
up to. Of course, we mustn't do this till they see ther
we're
clutching
and
faces
ing to the men, who sat about with pale
~al comin' towards 'em. They'll be payin' attention to her,
their weapons in a half-frighte ned manner.
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an' not to us, then, an' that will give us all ther chance in
ther world to do it."
_The vil!ains felt like cheering, so elated were they at the
wisdom displayed by their new leader.
·
"Well, we'll let her go right away, then," and Ford walked
over to the tent.
At this juncture Torn Skidmore sprang to his feet.
." I reckon you won't let ther gal go! " he cried, covering him
with his revolver. "She's my prisoner, not yourn!"

galoot! I ought to shoot you right here in your tracks for
ther way you've treated me, but I can't bring myself to do
it, !fad as you are!"
Skidmore had already started.
His face was very pale, and it was evident that he had made
up his mind to do just as she said and trust to her sympathy
to get him out of it in the Elnd .
The gang had had so much to call their attention and occupy their minds that they had not cast a glance at the treasure-box, which was in plain sight of the camp, in the past ten
minutes.
As the daring girl walked away with her prisoner, Ford
thought of the treasure again.
CHAPTER XI.
He turnea,, his gaze to;ward the green geyser and saw that
A SURPRISE FOR ALL HANDS.
the box was still tl1ere.
It was getting pretity well along in the afternoon by this
Ford was taken completely by surprise when he saw the time, and he figured that if they were going to make the rush
man whom he supposed to be dead rise before him and level a for the box, now was the time to do it.
shooter at his breast.
"It's our only chance, boys!" he said. "Come on! That lot
The rest of the gang appeared to be bewildered, too.
of gold is worth tryin' fur!"
They did not know what to make of it.
The men looked at each other in silence for a moment, mak" It ain't me; it's my ghost," said Skidmore, grinning as he ing it appear as though they were saying good-by.
noticed the effect his sudden appearance had on them.
Then they started creeping after their new leader, who was
Ford was the first to recover. ,
already on his way toward the geyser.
"It's about an even thing ag'in, I guess," he remarked. "I'm
".Careful, boys!" came the whispered injunction. "We want
willin' to let ther boys decide."
to git as close as we kin afore we make ther rush. Then we've
"Let ther boys decide what?" demanded the leader of the got to rip off ther top from that box an' git as much of ther
gang, hotly. "I reckon I'm ther boss here."
gold as we kin carry. There's a quarter of a million in gold in
He kept Ford covered with his revolver which was a very ther box, an' we can't take it all with us. We must take as
wise thing for him to do.
'
much as we kin."
But he did not have any of the rest of the villains covered,
This did no,t seem to sound very good to the men.
and as they were all in favor of the new leader, they resolved
They had been thinking that all they had to do was to pie!,
lo take his part.
up the box and run away with it.
·
One of them deliberately pulled a revolver a-nd shot SkidBut Joe Ford had been one of the men who had helped get
more in the left foot.
it out of the hole, and he knew that it was heavy.
He uttered a yell of pain and jumped high in the air, drop"It is about as heavy as a ton of coal," he explained. "I'm
ping his own weapon as he did so.
ther only one alive, 'cept Skidmore, what had hold of it, you
Then they fell upon him and very quickly tied him hand and know."
foot.
Nearer and nearer they got to the geyser, and presently
"I reckon you know who's boss here now,,. said Ford, grin- they felt that Young Wild West and his pards must certainly
ning with pleasure.
·
see them.
"I reckon I do," was the reply.
Even Ford was so nervous that his teeth was beginning to
"I'm glad you do. Well, boys, now we'll do jest as I planned chatter.
out. I'll set ther gal free right away."
But suddenly he sprang to hill feet and made a dive for tha
There was a nod of approval, so E'ord pulled a flap of the box.
tent aside and went in.
He reached it, and, picking up a stone, struck the lid a
He drew a knife and proceeded to cut the girl loose without smart blow.
a word.
The wood was pretty well rotted and the lid went in readily
"Thank you, mister!" she exclaimed, as she folJowed him enough.
out of the tent. "I'm glad there's a little bit of good in some
By thii, time the rest were flocking around him.
of you. I s'pose you don't object to me takin' him a,s my
They had made a desperate move, and now thait they were
prisoner, now?" and she pointed to the helpless Skidmore.
· there, their desire for riches nerved them.
"I guess we don't object, do we, boys?"
Rip-rip-rip!
"No, no!" came the response.
Off came the rotten lid of the box, and then-" All right, then, gal. You kin have Tom Skidmore, an' you
The villains were looking upon a heap of stones!
kin do jest as you please wi:th him. If I was you, though, I'd
There was not a particle of anything · that looked like gold
make him marry yer jest as soon as a dominie kin be found, in the box--not even a shiny piece of stone.
as that is what he was goin' to do with you."
Just common, ordinary stones, such as were lying about
There was a hearty laugh at this.
them on the ground.
Then Mag, whose eyes were flashing rather dangerously,
Joe Ford was thunderstruck.
walked up to Tom Skidmore and said:
He stood before the box of stones and looked at the heap
"I reckon my turn has come now. You are my prisoner, do in amazement.
you understand? You are my 1>risoner!"
"We've been fooled, boys!" he cried, as he finally found the
She stamped her foot as she said the last.
use of his tongue. "Jones Malcolm lied when he said he had
"I wasn't goin' to hurt yer," was the meek rejoinder. "I a box of gold buried here."
wa.s only foolin' all ther time. Yer got sich a putty face that I
"It seems so, don't it?"
couldn't help tryin' to kiss yer."
The voice came from behind them, and, turning, the disap" I have, hey? Well, you jest wait!" Then turning to Ford, pointed villains saw Young Wild West standing there with
she said:
folded arms.
"Let me have a shooter an' knife, won't yer?"
"I am glad you fellows found out what the box contained
"Sartin! " was the response, and the weapons were promptly before we tackled it," went on the daring young deadshot.
handed over to her.
"You have saved us the trouble of getting badly fooled. •·
She took the knife and quickly severed the bonds that held
Ford got upon his feet.
the scoundrel powerless.
"Git hold of ther box, boys!" he exclaimed. "We'll jest git
Then, covering him with the revolver, she · cried out, com- it out of sight in three shakes of· a lamb's tail! We ain't goin'
mandingly:
to interfere with you, Young Wild West. We've got enough of
"Git up an' walk over to Young Wild West!"
ther blamed game."
He appeared to be relieved, and he was on his feet in no
Mechanically, three of the men got hold of the box with
time.
him.
"I'm goin' to take you to Young Wild West an' turn you over
It was pretty heavy, for the stones were of the very weighty
to him!'' she went on. "I'm goin' to recommend that he takes sort.
you back to Roaring Flat an' tells ther men there jest what
But they carried it as close to the geyser as they dared, and
you've been guilty of. Then I want to be ther one to give ther then, at the command of their leader, began swinging it back
word to haul you up an' let yer dance on nothin', you sneakin' and forth.
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"One!" he said.
They gave it a good swing.
"Two!"

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSIOK.

Another swing.
"Don't tie me up!" pleaded Tom Skidmore . .
"Three!"
"You don't suppo~e I am going to give you the least chance
The box of stones left their hands and dropped into the
to run away, do you?" replied W'ild. "Go ahead, Charlie, and
fountain of seething hot water.
But it had scarcely done.so when there was an explosion lik·e do as I said."
"You bPt I will!" e~claimed the scout, and he took hold of
that of a oannon and a greenish mass shot high into the air.
the vill ~ · and pulled him over to the tree.
Some sort of explosive in the box had burst.
In a k 1Y minutes he was fastened to the tree so there was
The next moment a shower of stones and hot water came
no chance to get away without the help of some one.
down, scattering the villains like chaff.
Wild then took a seat on a rock near him.
Young Wild West laughed in spite of himself.
"I want to look at this paper again," he remarked to his
As he saw the men fleeing in terror he turned to his friends,
companions. "There is something about it that puzzles me a
who stood behind the boulder.
They had been right near the camp of the villain while the little.''
"What is that?" inquired Jim Dart.
trouble between Skidmore and Ford was going on and they
"Well, I will read this writing to you. Just listen now, and
had seen and heard everything.
Consequently when Yellowstone Mag started away with her then try to think if there is anything strange about what has
happened.
prisoner she did not go far before she was met by them.
Wild then read as follows:
She had presence of mind enough to keep from crying out
In surprise, and a leveled revolver had kept Skidmore silent.
"Thirteen feet from green geyser; dig two feet and square
Then Young Wild West decided to let the villains open the oak chest will be found. $250,000 in gold in box. Remember
them.
for
box
the green geyser and dig 13 feet from it on the side that shows
But when he peered around the corner of the boulder and the most green at noon."
saw that the square box was filled with stones, instead of gold,
"Well," observed Jim Dart, "I can't see anything the mathe was nearly as much surprised as the villains were.
But he quickly recovered himself and showed himself to ter with that."
"Nor I," spoke up Charlie.
·
them.
"Well, there is nothing the matter with the writing, only
"Are you goin' to let tlier measly coyotes git away?" asked
that It is rather vague. But that is not what I mean. I me_an
Cheyenne Charlie.
"I don't know as we want them for anything particular, " did the rascals who dug up the box go according to these inreplied Wild. "We have got their leader, and it was he who structions?"
"Oh!,.
was really responsible for everything that has transpired.
Jim and Charlie looked at each other, while the girl glanced
Jim says that the men did not seem to want to keep him a
prisoner, but that Skidmore said yes; and then when they from one to the other and then allowed her eyes to rest upon
,
got here and dug out the box it was he who gave the command Wild expectantly.
The box that contained the stones was dug up long before
to throw him into the geyser."
noon to-day," went on Wild. "That is what I am getting at."
"And Skidmore, alone, was responsible for me bein' here,"
"We du,g it up on ther side that looked ther most green,
spoke up the girl, who stood behind the boulder with her
shooter leveled at the scoundrel's breast. "He mustn't git anyhow," spoke up Tom Skidmore.
"What time did you dig it up?"
"
t kl
h
"About three hours after sunrise this mornin'."
n go.
away, b u t t er res
"Then you did not go according to instructions."
"That settles it!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "But say!
"I thought we did.,,
Wasn't that a funny thing what happened to ther geyse.i: when
ther fellers chucked that box of stones in it?"
"It says at high noon."
,,
t
tit f
h
th t th
"It h
e geyser as no appe e or s ones, an-. "I forgot about that. We measured off thirteen feet on ther
a
s ows
swered Jim. "If the box had been filled with gold when they side that looked ther greenest, an' we struck ther box ther
first time.,,
threw it in it might have stayed down."
"Well, seeing that you took the trouble to bring picks and
"I doubt it," and Cheyenne Charlie shook his head
"Well, we would have had a shower of gold, instead of shovels along, I guess we had better dig for t.he treasure.
Perhaps we may be able to find the real box 0 ½ gold. The
stones, then," remarked Wild, witli a laugh.
"Do you know one thing," said Yellowstone Mag, "I'd like bodies of the men who fell in the fight have got fo be buried,
to stay around here till to-morrow. I like nice sights, an' I'd anyhow, boys; so we may as well start to dig a trench around
jest like to see the spouter in tlrer mornin' when ther sun the geysei· at a distance of thirteen feet from it. What do you
comes up. I reckon mother an' dad will be awfully worried, say?"
"Just as you say, ,. replied Dart, though by the way he spoke
but we couldn't make much headway travelin' to-night, anyhe did not take a great deal of stock in the proposition .
way."
But Charlie was eager to begin, and he picked up the dig'· All right," replied Wild. '·We'll camp right here till toging implements and at once began near the hole the false
morrow, then."
Seeing that the horses belonging to the villains were still treasure-box had been taken from.
It was pretty hard digging, and that made it rather slow
tied at their camp, and that the villains had not gone there,
work.
Charlie walked up the hill and bro,µght them down.
When supper-time came they had gone a distance of per"There!" he exclaimed. "I reckon when they want to ride
haps fourteen feet without striking anything but earth 1nd
away they'll have to come to us."
"No, they won't!" exclaimed Tom Skidmore, speaking for rock.
But they had dug it deep enough to receive the bodieg of
the first time since the box was found to be filled with stones,
instead of gold. "Ther rest of ther horses was feedin' over the slain outlaws, and they were placed in it and cover«-. up.
"I think we would save a whole lot of work if ..we waited
there; they took them an' lit out."
till noon to-morrow," remarked Jim.
"Well, let 'em go, then!" declared the scout.
"Well, I guess we would," answered Wild. "If Miss Mans•
Wild was doing some thinking just now.
The dying man had assured them that there was gold buried field can wait till that time to start, we will wait."
"I guess it won't make much difference,·· said the girl. "I
in the Treasufe Trove, and that he had the key that would
would just as lief wait."
unearth it.
So it was settled that they should wait.
Wild was not quite satisfied.
The tent the girl had occupied while a prisoner in the camp
Turning to Skidmore, he said:
"Have you got the key and paper that the Indian stole from of the villains was moved to the place they chose to stay at,
·
and then they got supper ready.
me?"
Wild saw to it that a guard was kept the whole night
"Yes," was the rejoinder.
through.
'·Hand it out!"
He thought it possible that Joe Ford and the rest of the vilThe villain did so.
" Now, I guess you had better tie him to that tree over lains might come back.
But the night passed and nothing occurred to disturb them.
there," observed our hero. "I don't feel like shooting him
About three hours after sunrise Wild took notice that the
just yet, and if he should take a notion to run away I would
side of the hot water fountain that looked the greenest threw
be compelled to do it."
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a shadow directly upon the spot where the outlaws had dug
"Make yourself scarce, now," said Wild, "and look out that
up the box of stones.
we don't meet again!"
The boy was thinking that Jones Malcolm had either buried
"You'll p.ever see me ag'in, I hope," was the retort, and then
the false box there to throw some one off the scent, or that he the villain rode away at a gallop.
had played a hoax on them.
As soon as he was out of sight our friends proceeded to
But he determined to see the thing through.
remove the bars of yellow gold from the box.
.
It seemed to be a Jong time before the sun got directly over
They felt that it was their property, so they had no hesitatheir heads.
tion about touching it.
But it got there at last.
In a little while it was all out of the box.
Then Wild and his companions began looking around for
Then they lost no time in stuffing the saddle-bags of their
the place that showed the most green.
own horses, as well as the half a dozen they had taken from
It was quite easy to distinguish it, and the minute they were the outlaws.
sure of it they measured off the thirteen feet and started to
They also put all they could well carry in their pockets.
dig.
It was an hour after finding the treasure that they were
Tom Skidmore watched the proceedings with considerable ready to start for home.
. .
interest.
As an entire band of the bad Indians had been anmh1lated
Cheyenne Charlie was doing the digging, when suddenly and the rest of the surveyors were nowhere to be found, Young
his pick struck upon something that he knew was wood.
Wild West thought he had better report at the nearest fort,
It was just at t)J.e edge of the hole they had made, and, with- ,myway,
out saying a word, he began enlarging the opening.
But he meant to escort Yellowstone Mag to her home first.
In five minutes he was satisfied that he had either struck a
Roaring Flat was the nearest town, anyway, so they could
log or another box.
but head for that at first.
Then he told Wild what his suspicions were.
There was a Wells F'argo & Co. bank there, and that was
Our hero took a hand in the digging, while Jim looked on. what they wanted the most just then.
"It is a box, all right," said Wild a couple of minutes later.
When Wild told Mag that all the gold had been placed in.the
"I guess we have got the treasure for fair this time."
bags of the saddle on the horse she was riding, her delight
"If you have struck it, will you let me go?" spoke up the knew no bounds.
villain who was tied to the tree.
"I reckon I'll be one of ther richest gals in ther whole Wild
"Yes," answered the girl. "If they find a box of gold there west!" she said. "An' I s'pose I'll be fool enough to buy one
we will let you go, providin' you pn6mise never to show your of the silk dresses with a tail on it about seveµ yards long.
face around this part of the country ag'in, won't we, boys?"
I'll have to do that jest to show folks that I am somebody!"
"Yes," answered Wild. "lf you say he can go we will let
The words were scarcely out of her mouth when a volley of
him. Ah!"
rifle shots were fired from some point not far away.
Charlie was trying to pry up the end of an oaken box with
One of the horses dropped and our friends felt the bullets
his pick, but it would not budge an inch.
whistling all around them.
That made Wild . become very much jnterested.
The next moment a crowd of men came rushing toward
"Clear off the top of it,'· he observed. "Then we will open them.
1t and see whether it contains a lot of stones or a quarter of
They were Tom Skidmore, Joe Ford and the rest of the sura million in gold."
vivors of the rascally gang.
The scout soon had all the dirt scraped off.
I Skidmore had overtaken them and told them how the treasThe top of the box was slightly rotten.
· ure had been found by our friends, and then their greed for
Charlie got the edge of a shovel unoer the lid.
gold had made them forget all else.
Then he pried up on it.
They meant to shoot down Wild and his two partners when
There was a cracking sound and the lid flew off the box.
they opened fire from ambush, but they did not want to hit
"Whew!" exclaimed Jim Dart.
the girl.
A glittering mass of golden bars were in the box.
That made them allow too much margin, and they made a
"Whoopee!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, unable to restrain his miss of it.
feelings. .. Hooray for ther Treasure Trove of ther YellowAnd now they were going to finish the fight they had begun
stone!"
by making an open one of it.
He flung his hat in the air and then Jim Dart jbined in
Foolish mortals!
the cheering with him, while Wild knelt silently over the
"Show the scoundrels no quarter!" cried out Young Wild
golden treasure.
,vest, in a ringing voice. '.'Make every shot tell!"
"That's what I call rippin' good luck!·• cried Mag Mansfield.
Crack-crack-crack! ·
"Gee! But' I wish dad was in this game."
_
He started the firing, and Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
"Why do you wish that?" Wild asked, looking curiously at took it up.
the girl, whose cheeks were flushed with excitement.
The outlaws went down right and left.
'"Cause if dad got a share of that gold I reckon I'd git a
Though they answered the galling fire that was being poured
couple of new dresses that would make ther wimmen folks of into them, they did no harm whatever.
Roarin' Flat kick themselves with envy."
When our friends had fired three shots apiece, only two of
"Well, your dad isn't here to get a share of it; but you are, the villains were left alive.
so I guess you will be able to get the dresses all right."
As chance willed it, they were Tom Skidmore and Joe Ford.
"Me! Why, I ain't had anything to do with it.··
They were unhorsed, and ooth were wounded.
"Yes, you have. You are one of our party."
As our friends distnounted to approach them, Skidmore
"All right, then. I won't say any more, Young Wild West. raised a shooter to fire at Wild.
If I do you might change your mind. One thing I'm hound to
It was a desperate effort and the last one he ever took.
say, though, an' that is that you're ther finest, quickest, darCrack!
ingest, best lookin' young feller I ever seen. There, now! How
Yellowstone Mag fired and sent him to his death!
do you like that for a truthful tale?"
Ford was mortally wounded and the life blood was fast
"It sounds good, I must say," answered Wild, who was as ebbing from him.
cool as though the box had contained nothing more than a few
He died without a murmur, though, showing what a harddollars' worth of silver.
hearted creature he was.
"Well, I mean it."
That is about all we have to write about Young Wild West's
"I am glad you have got such a good opinion of me."
Blind Ride.
"So am I."
Anyhow, it had brought him and his companions great luck,
Then all tour of them laughed good-naturedly, while Tom not to mention that it had made a true girl of the West one
Skidmore looked on hopefully.
of the happiest mortals on the face of the earth .
"I s'pose I kin go now," he said a little later.
"Yes," answered Wild, "if Miss Mansfield says you can."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AND
. "Let ther blamed galoot.go!" was the quick reply. "I reckon THE VIGILANTES; OR, THINNING OUT A HARD CROWD."
he won't never bother Yellowstone Mag ag'in."
"I'll guarantee I won't," said the outlaw.
Jim Dart quickly cut him loose, and then a horse and some
weaoons were turned over to him.
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CURRENT NEWS
A cow belonging to J. F. Stidham, of Kelso, Wash., lost I Marine Corps has no reserves, and, in time of war, could
about two inches of her tongue by having it caught in. a have the assistance of only one company of Marine Militia
steel t'rap. When the cow was found her tongue was in from Massachusetts.
bad shape and Stidham could not figure out what had
The waters of the Santa Ana River came near claimhappened until he found the trap with the missing tongue.
ing two victims near ,Redlands, Cal., lately, when eight
Thomas Carey, a business man of Iron Mountain, Mich., converts of the Mexican mission on Herald street were
killed a large timber wolf with a jack-knife. The wolf baptized in the icy waters. The Rev. Francisco Lorente,
attacked his team while he was driving. He hit the ani- the minister of the church, had one of the converts, venmal with a club and then slashed its throat. A $25 bounty tured out too far in the swift stream and the current
threw them off their feet. While the terrified members
was bis reward.
of the littl e church looked on they battled desperately for
Lee Perry, a young ranchman near San Angelo, Texas, their lives and finally succeeded in reaching the bank.
recently killed a monster lion on his father's ranch. Perry The minister proceeded with the service and baptized the
met the lion on a narrow passageway and had to either remaining converts, although it was done nearer the shore.
fall down into a canyon several hundred :feet or kill the
lion. He shot as it sprang at him, the bullet entering oue l3ICYCLING THE "RAGE" AT WINTER RESORT.
of the eyes of the lion, killing it instantly.
In the Chicago Tribune's society columns, this item recently appeared : "You have to he very imaginative to
After having nursed through a long illness a laborer gue8s what is the favorite sport at Palm Beach these days.
apparently la ck,ing means of support, Mrs. J. D. Ernest It's. the bicvcle. If that isn't returning to primeval
and her daughters have learned that their patient, J. M. things! Th; whole place, young and old, goes in for a
Tuggle, of Macon, Ga., before his death had bequeathed swim about 11 o'clock and plays around until luncheon
to them $20,000. Tuggle, it is said, had no near relatives. time on the beach. And after that it's golf, tennis-then
He arrived at Plainview, Texas, recently seeking work BICYCLING, and everybody's having a superb time and
and was said to be a member of several fraternal orders.
staying much longer than they expected to."
The pendulum of favor has for se>veral years been swingArthur Nye, superintenden·t of the City Water WorkR, ing hack to bicycling as a sport. The sporting pages of
Toledo, Ore., while on a trip up Mill Creek eucountered almoi't every newspaper is giving space to the six-day bia bear. Armed with a rernher l\fr. Nye pursued the bear cycle races, which haYe been held in increasing numbers
aud succeeded in getting a few chance shots, but to no I t11is winter, and performing to huge crowds.
Outdoor racing has also been revived to a considerable
effect. Mr. Nye's two hounds quit the trail o:f a wildcat
they were after and turned the J;>ear back face to fnce with extent. OYer a hundred riders participated in a recent
his pursuer, who, from short range, planted a bullet be- Chica/!'O race, although the roads and weather were anytween the animal's eyes. The killing occurred within thing- but favorable.
The truth of the matter is, that bicycling is such royal
three miles of town.
good fun, such exhilarating ~port. that' it simply oannot
Japanese interests are negotiating for the purchase from be relegated to the dust heap along "·ith ping pong, and
an American lumber company of it ' mills and business in some of tl1e other sports that enjoyed a short vogue, and
the Philippine Islands for a ~um of $1,000,000. In- then pas,ed Ol1t of existence.
Asirle from its valu e as a recreation _and a diversion,
creased acti,ity has been manifested by ,Japauese capitalists in bidding for insular prop~l'lies. Th ey recently pur- b10yele ri<ling never has lo~t its raYor with thousands
chased a sugar-p1·oclucing property formerly belonging to upon thousancls of factory work ers, and others. who use
the Dominican monks, at Calamba, to the sol,th of La- it as lhc one best solution of the daily transportation
guna de Bay, Island of Luzon, and they are at present problem-it has constantly grown in popularity with the
considering the purchase of several large H1gar planta- younger gencr::ition, and most of the wide-awake boys of
fo-day "·ho cannot urge their p.1,reni.s into buying a bicytions, with mills aml equipment.
cle get hu~y a11Cl earn the money themselves.
There is a constant fund of suggestions for the man or
The students of one of the high Rchools in Atlanta, Ga ..,
signified willingness to ta:ke up military training volun- bo.Y who owns a bicycle or who is interested in getting
tarily at a prepar€-dn ess discussion recently, nnd infonued one, in the catalogue of that pioneer bicycle house, which
Go,·ernor E. °)[. Harri~, of Georgia, who spoke at the started in when the bicycle was a "rraze," and ha-s grown
meeting, that it ,ms their desire 1.o train as resen-<i's for to occnpy tlie place of "hirgest in the world.'' The Mead
the United States Marine Corps . If the chool authorities Cycle Co., to whom we refer, are always glad to eend their
sanction the moYement. the Atlanta Marine High School lal cfl cat1:1log-ue to our readers. Mail yoiir requests to
will he the first in the United Stares. Tl1e United 8.tatcs them. · Address to Dept. 00, Chicago, Ill.
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Charley, the Cattle King
-OR-

THE BOY W HO OWNED THE RANGE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)

Tt was nearly nine o'clock when they reached the base
CHAP'l'ER XX ( cbntinued)
He knew now that Hen Cody was immensely popular of Round Bntte, and here Captain Hen ordered a halt.
"Here's a tra:l all right," he exclaimed. "A good-sized
among the men.
'I'here was no que tion raiBcd a to who should be the herd has gone along here if this trampled grass tells the
·
leader of the expedition, that honor going naturally to truth."
"Sa~', Ben, how
Ned.
replied
does,"
it
what
"'}'hat's
were
Jones
Jim
and
Fuller
Ren Cody. Xecl Rich, Ben
long , ince the Deep Valley pasture has been used?"
selected as his lieutenants.
"I haven't heard of its being used these two years," reThey were all big, stalwart fello\vs, and Charley could
see that they 11tere many grades above Long Tom Leathers, plied Ben Fuller.
"Does it belong to the Catherwood range?" Charley
Dismal Dick, Tim McCarthy and others he had met on
ventured to ask.
'
the south range.
"No," replied Hen. "As far as I know it's Government
It seemed to be the univer,;al opinion that the herd
had been run to a certain place called Deep Valley, which land up there. I never heard of any one claiming it. Did
lay hidden among the low foothills skirting that part of you, X ed ?"
"No,'' said Xed. "You used to run a herrl. up there in
the Reel Mountain range beyond Round Butte, a distance
the ,;pringtime generally, but I understood Boss Michaels
of some twenty pdd miles.
cut it out."
The start was made at a quarter to seven.
"'l'hen it is dea<l sure we've struck the trail," replied
Charley and Jack fell back among the rank and file,
and as all went dashing toward the river a feeling of cleep Hen. "C'ome on, boys. It won't be long now before we
shall be up against them. I'm just spoiJjng for a fight,
satisfaction came to the boy cattle king.
"$0 much for trying," he said to himself. "If I had and I don't know any man I"d rather tackle than Bill
giYen up in despair all this never could have come about. Downing, unle,s it's Pete Michaels himself."
"You won't find them together," saicl Hen. "I told
We arc boµnd to succeed," he added aloud to Jack, who
rode close beside him. At the time they happened to be a you that before, recollect.':
"'roget her or separate, it don't make no difference," delittle in the rear of the rest of the band.
"Looks so,'' replied Jack. "Say, it all came out fine, cl ared Reel . "We are out for them both, and we'll get
them . too. When I go gunning good hwk always comes
didn't it?"
"Couldn't haYe worked better. I'm dead stuck on Ned my way.''
The~· rode on more rapidly now. Soon the moon rose
Rieb. I'll bet he's a .fighter.''
"That's what he is. Say, Charley, how funny it must 'j and proved a great help, for now they could easily follow
have made yon feel to hear 'them discussing the 'kid boss?' the trail.
It continued to be perfectly dist.inct, and soon led them
~rhere were two or three times when I thought I couldn't
keep a straight face, but it didn't seem to faze you none." to rising ground; passing over a grasRy knoll, they c1escend"l had made up my mind to it," replied Charley. ed into a deep "cradle,'' and the next knoll brought them
" H owever, they didn't say anything bad about me. Of to a leYel plain about a mile in width, with the foothills
conn:e, I'm only a boy, and it isn't to be expected these rising beyond.
Every one drew rein as they reached the top of thjs
fellows would think I knew anything."
"'l'hat's so; but how surprised they would have been if knoll, for there 11·a~ the herd spread out o,er the plain,
tlH'Y had known that they were talking before the kid boss and not a cowbo:v in sight.
"Geel'' cried Jim Jone.~. "Thar they be! They dicln 't
himself?"
Crossing the river, the cowboys headed directly for take them to Deep Valley, after all."
"Let no man move!" said Hen. ''We've shown ourRound Butte, making jokes about the flood, the wreck of
th~ station and shouting to the Italians on the other side selves; let's ;;ee what comes of it. Next move is theirs. I
of the river They ~eemed to be I a jolly lot, and what want to see which wa:v the cat jumps."
Apparently there were no cats jnmping that moonlight
Charley particularly liked about them was that there was
no quarreling or snarling as there bad been both among night.
They waited for a long lime, but no 0lle turned up.
the men of No. 3 and No. 5.
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Posted as they were on both sides of the entrance to
Charley saw Hen's eyes roaming in every direction over
the peaceful scene.
the pass, Captain Hen•s little force had chosen the b~st
possible .position, for it gave them the opportunity to pick
All at once he held up his hand and exclaimed:
"There are just two things possible, boys-either they off the enemies as they came out.
have been driven out or they are all drunk. In either
"Let no man fire till .I give the word," was Ca.p tain
case I reckon this is about our time."
Hen's order. "'l'his has got to be quick work, or there
"You bet your life it is," cried Ned. "We ought to be will be a hot time all around."
able to round up them cattle in just about two shakes.
They waited fully ten minutes before the clatter of
Whar are . they to be took when we get 'em? What's been hoofs in the pass told them that the fight must soon be on.
decided about that?"
On came the cattle thieves at full gallop, never suspect"No. 3," replied Hen, promptly. "With all the work ing the position of the cowboys.
.
going on there on the railroad they will be safer than on
They were . led by Bill Downing himself, and Carr~e
No. 5."
rode beside him; a dozen mounted men pressed at l11s
"I wish we could get 'em across the river and run 'em hor,se's heels, and more were behind them when the amto No. 8,'' said Ned. "What about that, now?"
bush was discovered.
"It can be done, of course."
"Fire!" bawled .Captain Hen, and none too soon, for
"Don't you think it is best?"
Bill opened fire himself at the same instant.
"I think we had better stick to No. 3."
The liveliest kind of a skirmish followed.
"Right," said Ned, with perfect good humor. "I want
Riiies cracked, and revolvers popped, while the shouts
to save them for the boss, that's all."
and
yells of the cowboys made the din fairly deafening.
"Forward !" was the word now, and all hands went
(;harlev
had never seen anything like it before.
dashing down the slope and out upon the plain.
If he J1ad been asked to describe just what happened
Captain Hen hurriedly gave his orders, and the men
five minutes aftenvard he would have found it difficult
dashed off to obey.
Charley was now right in his element. He knew his to do it.
He -only knew that he blazed away with the rest, and
business well enough, a.n d went right about it. In a short
time the cowboys had the herd rounded up and ready for yelled with the best of them.
the move.
The start had just been vi.ade when suddenly Jim Jones
gave the alarm.
CHAPTER XXL
"Thar they come ! Look !1 Look !"
Through a low pass in the foothills two men suddenly /
appeared.
DEEP I~ TROUBLE AGAIN.
'rhey were mounted and carried rifles.
One of them gave a loud shout as he caught' sight of
Several men fell on both sides, and £our horses were
the cowboys, and both, wheeling about, diM!:l~!'(}C. snot outright, Bill Downing's being the last to go down.
through the pass.
Carrie had galloped off over the range_as the firing be"Stop 'em, boys!" criep Captain Hen. "Let 'em spread. gan, and Charley, pressing forward, managed to get close
We may as well fight it out here as anywhere else."
to the treacherous cowboy when Bill suddenly turned and
The leaders of the band were promptly turned, and in opened fire on him.
a moment the cattle had again scattered over the plain.
H was life or death with Charley now, and he sent two
"Fall in!'' cried Hen. "\Ve won't wait for them to revolYet shots flying as Bill's bullet whistled past his
come. We'll go rig hi. for 'cm; that's the best way."
head.
"Let's divide and eatch ·em as they come out of the
·which did the business, he never knew, but one of them
pass !"' cried Ned.
carried death to the horse, and Bill, with his foot caught
"Agreed to,"' replied Hen , and away they dasheJ for in tlie stirnip, was pinned beneath the dying animal.
'the foothills, half the force followinp: H en to the right
Charlev dashed up alongside, dismounted and planked
cf the pass and the other:,; trooping after :N' ed and taking hi s reYol~er at the fellow's head.
up their station on, the left.
"Make the least move and you're a dead one !" he cried.
"Now for a hot time!" Jack said to Charley as they "You are the man we are gunning for. I've got you
lined up with the cowboys who had followed Captain uow."
Hen.
Bill took it out in swearing, and his backers had put
Charley, as be sat upon "his horse, could not help regret- the gang on the run.
ting that all this had come about.
'l'hcY !:catterec1 in all directions. It seemed to be a case
S.umebody had to die before the matter settled, and of cYe·n man for himself. The chances a·re that all of
more than likely it would he the :finish of several of hi s tlwm ncYcr came out of the pass.
men.
Xecl Rich and Beu Fuller flew to Charley's assistance,
But there was no help for it now. The thieving cow- but Jack was there before them.
boys Jrnd brought it upon themselves, and he could only
'·Let me go, boys! Don't kill me!" whined Bill. "It
hope that th e losses woulo be confined to the cattle thievei;;, ,ras1d me who put up this job, upon my word it wasn'V'
and that the men from the north corrals, who had ~o "·ill('l'o be continued)
ingly L·om0 to his aid, might e::;capc.
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ITEMS OF· INTEREST
OUR NATIONAL PARKS.
There is in the entire country twenty national parksYello:"stone, Hot ~prings, Ark.; National Zoo Park,
Washmgton, D. C.; Chickamauga and Chattanooga,
Georgia and Tennessee; Antietam, Maryland; Rock Creek,
District of Columbia; Sequoia, California; General Grant,
California_: Yosemite, Ca.lifornia; Shiloh, Tennessee; Gettysburg, Pennsylvania; Vicksburg, Mississippi; Mount
Rainier, Washington; Crater Lake, Oregon; Platt, Oklahoma; Wind Cave, South Dakot.a; Sully's Hill, North
Dakota; Mesa Verde, Qolorado; Glacier, Montana. The
Yellowstone, in Montana and Wyoming, has an area of
2,142,720 acres.
WHY IS THE SUN HOT?
Jf we could build up a solid column of ice from the
earth to the sun, two miles and a half in diameter, spanning the intervening distance of 93,000,000 miles, and if
the sun should concentrate his entire power upon it, it
would dissolve in a single second, according to a calculation made by Professor Young. To produce this enormous
amount of heat would require the hourly burning of a
layer of anthracite coal mo.re than nineteen feet thick over
the entire surface of the sun. If the sun were composed
of solid coal and we derived our heat from the burning of
that coal the sun would burn out in less than 5,000 years,
,a ccording to the Popular Science Monthly. Since the
earth is millions of years old the sun cannot be burning.
Its heat must be . generated in some more persistent
way.
'l'he great German sdentist Helmholtz was the first -to
exp1a,.in satisfactorily what keeps the sun hot. The sun is
not burning; it is heated to the glowing point, like a
piece of white-hot iron. Helmholtz found that if we suppose the sun to be contxacting by only 250 feet a year we
would :receive our presei;i.t amount of heat. In other words,
heat is being literally squeezed out of the sun. ProfessoT
:Yewcomb estimated that when tbc squeezing process has
COJ\tinued for about 7,000,000 years, the sun will be onehalf its present size.
MAN 7 FEET 8 INCHES 'l'Al,L
Fifteen minutes after he gained his freedom from the
immigration $tation on Ellis Island, where he had been
detained since February 18, Baptiste Hugo, seven feet
eight inches in height, was arrested as he stepped off the
Ellis Island boat 11.t the Battery the other evening charged
with attacking a photographer who tried to take his photograph.
William Fox, of Ko . 1331 Clinton avenue, 'I he Bronx,
was the photographer . . He approached Patrolman :Mur:v;
of the Greenwich street police tation at the Battery, and
asserted Hugo struck him with his walking stick when he
attempted to take a photograph of him.
On Fox's compl-aiE,t Hugo was arrested. In Men's

Night Court Fox failed to appear to press his complaint
and Magistrate Koenig discharged Ilugo.
In the Greenwich sheet station Hugo was booked on a
charge of assault. When policemen attempted to lodge
him in a. cell difficulties were encountered. It was only
after the giant smilingly permitted himself to be wedged
crosswise, neither seated nor standing in the iron cage,
that the door could be shut.
When the automobile patrol took on its quota to the
::.{ight Court it was found impossible for Hugo to cccupy
a seat, owing to his weight of more than 350 pounds. Ue
was forced. to lie stretched out on the floor of the motor car, while the other prisoners placed their feet over
his body. At that Hugo's feet extended out of the automobile.
TO EXPEDJ'l'E SHIFTIN'G OF CARS.
To expedite the shifting of cars in railroad yards anu
to lessen some of the hazards now generally associated
with this work an ingenious Swiss inYentor has called to
his aid the electro-magnet. So sound were the principles
he emploved and so practicable was his equipment that
the instaUation is now in daily use upon the switch engines in the busiest yard in Berne .
A form of ~torage batter_Y loromotivc has been built
esperially for tliis work. Tn tead of the u ual buffer;:: at
the front and rear, the traclor is fitted with iron cylinders,
two at each end, and plarecl where they will be directly
in line with the regular buffers on ordinary cars. These
iron cylinders are wound about with coils of insulated
copper wire, and when an electric current is sent through
the cylinders become powerful magnets and exert sufficient
force to hold firmlv the rounded heacls of the car buffers
that fit into the o.;;_ter ends or these magnets. The ends
or these magnets, by the way, h:ne dished faces and, with
the ('ar buffers, form flexible joini ~ that permit the trains
to take cnncs and. to allow, beside:,, for a reasonable measure of vertical rnoYemcnt.
When a car is to be Rhiftecl the engineer runs his strrrage
battery locomotiYc up again~t the first car of the train to
be moYecl . and just before the four buffers come in contact the eleetric currei;it is sent tl1rough the coils. The
moment they touch the effect is as if the car and the locomotive had been coupled, because when the contact is perfect each magnet has a grip of quite 3,800 pounds.
The engineer, standing in his cab, has complete command of the moYement of his locomotive and of the grippinO' -and releasing of the c~rs he is handling. To make
or to break his hold by mean:a of his magnetic buffer he
has only to operate an electric switch. -o one is expo eel
between the cars, and shifting can he done with exceptional speed and ease, not to mention greatly increased
,:afety. The storage battery locomotives at Berne have
been found very practicable, anrl are more economical than
the steam engines for this work.
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TAKING HIS CHANC ES
-OR-

THE BOY WHO GO""f ON
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER I.
BOB LBAVES HO11E AND FINDS A FJUE.:\fD.

A boy sat on a fence, overlooking a quiet country cemetery, his eyes resting on a newly-made grave in a corner
where two -or three laborers· were gathering up their tools,
having :finished their work.
Down the dusty road lumbered a cheap hearse, drawn
by a pair of dilapidated horses; three or four shabbyrlooking men and women were making their way leisurely out
of the graveyard, and the boy was presently left to himself.
He was a good-looking boy of about sixteen, dressed in
neat, though somewhat coarse clothes, but in spite of the
appearance of poverty he looked like a boy who was bound
to make his mark.
As he sat on the fence a spare, smooth-shaven, sourlooking man, dressed in black, with a whisp of a stock
about his thin neck, a b_lack silk hat very much the worse
for wear on his head, and an umbrella and a bundle of
papers under his arm, came out of the graveyard and
paused in front of him.
"Well, what are you going to do now that the old man
is dead, Robert ?" he asked.
"I don't know, )fr. Steele," the boy answered. "I suppose I could go io the old place."
"Ha,e you money to pay the rent? Old man Smith
left nothing. The place don't belong to him; what he did
haYe wai; all eaten up by <'loctors' expenses, and there arc
bills unpaid and nothing to pay 'em with. You'd better
go to work, I guess."
"I suppose so, but I'm 3orry to leave the old place; sorry
for the old man."
"Why need you be?" snapped the other, who was a
lawyer in the small western town where Bob Little had
lived. ":Te wasn't your father."
"I know he wasn't, but everybody calls me Dad Smith's
boy, and he was the only father I ever remember, and was
as good to me as any one could be."
"H'm! And left you without a penny, without a home,"
snarled Mr. Steele. "That don't look like being good to
:you. Well, all I can say is that the house is shut up, the
whole business is in debt, and you will have to find some
other place to live. They might take you at the poorhouse. You better ask."
'.I.'hen the crabbed old man, who had none too good a

reputation in the town, went on his way, leaving the boy
sitting on the fence utterly dejected.
"It's up to me, now," said Bob, presently getting down
from the fence. ''The old man is dead, there's no money,
and I've got to get something to do. There isn't much
chance to work in town, but this ain't the only place, and
I've got to take chances."
Bob had lived with old man Smith on the little place
just out of town since he could remember, but now his
foster father was de-ad, the place, was to be sold for debt,
and he had no home.
With little idea of what he was going to do, but with
a determination to 1take every chance that offered, Bob set
off for the village, a mile distant, to see what opportunities i.here were for work.
"I ain't going to the poorhouse," he said . "I can work
and take care of myself, and I'm going to do it. I don't
care if Dad Smith didn't leave me a cent. He was good
to me, and took care of me when I hadn't anybody, and
that's enough ."
Reaching the center of the town, Bob presently encountered a young man of something more than his own age,
expensively dressed, airish in manner, and with a decidedly vicious look in his puffy, 1;ed face.
This was Arthur Warburton, the son of the richest man
in tm;,n He was an acknowledged bully, as well as a
most idle and dis£:ipated young fellow, and long an enemy
of Bob's.
The two boys had attended the same school, where Bob
excelled in his studies and in all manly sports. He earned
the enmity of the rich boy by surpassing him in everything and in being the most popular boy in school.
Young Warburton had many times threatened to thrash
Bob, and was confident that he could do it on account of
his greater size, but up to this time no encounter had
taken place between the. two.
"Hallo, Hags," said Arthur, insultingly. "Going to the
poorhouse now that the old man is dead? You'll have to
work and not sponge on fellows as you used to. Digging
ditches is just the work you're fitted for. Or maybe you'll
be a tramp or a thief. That scoundrelly old Smith was
both, I don't doubt."
It was one thing to hear himself abused and insulted
and quite another to have the memory of the old man reviled in his hearing.
Dad Smith had been eccentric and some had even called
him crazy, but there he.d never been a word breathed
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again$t his honesty, and Bob could not patiently hear him
slan<lered after hi. death .
"Take that bac:k, Warburton," he said, angrily, advancing upon 'the other with clenc:hed fists.
"8uppose J don't?" sneered the young man, insolently.
"'J'ben I'll ihra~h you first ancl make yo'u apologize
afterward."
"You couldn't do it. Old man Smith was a cheat and
a fraud. He swindled every one in town, and now they
say that he was_ at the bottom of the burglary at the bank,
and I guess you had something to do with it, too."
'l'he young man had scarcely time to finish his sentence
before Bob was upon him .
He tried to defend himself, but Bob's attack was so furious that he presently realized that retreat was his only
resource.
Before he could do this, however, Bob struck him a
blow that sent him ree1ing backward, striking his head
against a stone post and cutting a gash in his scalp.
Several persons came running up as Bob started to walk
away, and one, a town constable, said excitedly:
"You've killed him. Come with me. You're arrested."
"Nonsense," sa.id Bob. "Throw some water on him.
He's all right anu only deserved what he got. He insulted
a dead man, and I licked him for it. Now, it's up to you
to say who ought to be arrested."
Bob walked .away, but had not gone far before the constable came running after him, shouting for him to stop.
"Well?" asked Bob, when the man came up.
"He says you struck him nrst and is going to swear out
a warrant. You come with me and save trouble."
"Did you see the fight?" asked Bob.
"No, but he's Mr. Warburton's son, and you can't go
striking a persc.ri like that. You come with me."
Bob threw off the ma.n's grasp and said :
"You can't lug me off like that without a hearing. Go
and get your warrant, or go before Squire Warner now
and settle this thing."
· "You'll go with me to the lockup, and that's all- there
is aLout it," sa id the man, attempting to seize Bob and
draw his billy at the same time.
";fo, sir," mid Bob, shaking the. man off and hurrying
down a narrow stileet leading to the railroad station.
"It's up to me to do something," he mused. "With
Warburton and hi~ crowd against me, I don't stand the
ghost of a c1,ance. rl'hey'd clap me in jail without a hearing, and nohody knows when I'd get out. No, sir, I 've
no particular reasons for staying in this town now, and
I'll take my chances somewhere else."
He hunied to the railway station, but found that there
was no train in either diredion for ha1£ an hour, and so
he hurried on up the track, following it a short distance
and then taking to the carriage road.
After fifteen minutes of rapi<l walking, during which
time he had ~een no sign or pursuit, he came to a railroad
crossing.
Here, sitting on a stone, was a boy of about his own
age, but fairer, and of a slimmer build and dre~ed in
torn and faded garments and wearing an old soft felt.
hat.
"Hallo!" said this boy. "Where are you going?"
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"Anywhere; said Bob. "I'm willing to take my
c:hances in any olcl place."
"So am I. Can I go with you?"
Bob looked at the boy a moment, being- p1ca.-ed with his
looks, and said : .
·
"Yes, if you like, but I've very little money, and I may
have to tramp." ,
"I don't care for that. Come ahead . Here' the railroad track. That's easy walking. What's your name?"
".Bob Little; what's yours?" returned Bob, amused at
the other's pert manner.
"Jack-in-the-box and sometimes Jack Long. T think
we'll get on all right, Mr. Little."
.
"We'Jl get on better if you call me Bob," laughed the
other. "But come on, if we're going to travel together.
I don't want to be any nearer that town than I can help."
'l'hen Bob and his new friend started up the track at a
good pace.

CHAPTER II.
TIU! BOYS BEGIN THEIR JOUllNEY WITH AN ADVENTURE.

"\Vhere are you going, Jack?" asked Bob, presently, as
the two walked side by sid e.
''Wherever you are going," was the answer.
"Haven't you any home?"
"No, or none that J want to call such."
"Nor me, neither. Got any idea of what you're going
to do?"
"No, but I'll do whate,'.er I have to and say nothing."
"Then I guess we'll get on all right together, Jack, for
that's what I'v{3 got to do and take chances."
"Then we'll stick to each other, Bob Little:·
"So we will, Jack Long."
A few minutes later, as they rounded a sharp curve and
entered a deep cut where the rock towered far aborn their
heads ,a nd the tree: cast a grateful shade, BoL suddenly
uttered a startled cry.
';What's the matter?"' asked J a<:k.
"Don ·t you sec this, a broken rail ?'' answered Bob.
"There's a train due here before long, probably, and it
must be warned in time or there will be a wreck.'"
''Which way is the train coming?"
"The sa:rp.e way we have come."
"How far is it to the nearest station:,··
"'l'hree or four miles that way."
"And in front of us?"
"Four or five."
"And when is the train due?"
"Very soon . Hark!"
'l'he long-drawn whistle of a locomotive wa heard at
that moment.
"That's the train just passing the station. -n·e've only
five minutes'. Come, we must stop it before it strikes the
broken rail.''
"Build a fire on the track," said Jack. "Get green stuff.
The more smoke we make the better. Are there many
curves? Can you see th.e train coming for any distance?"
(To be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
It is reported that the Italian n avy is actively engaged
at the present t ime in running down the submarines of
the Central Powers that have been preying on Allied commerce in the Mediterranean. T he methods employed by
the l~ritish in the North Sea are being followed by the
Italians.

was out of sight she looked for and picked up the cents.
She was arrested. At the West Forty-seventh Street Station she said she was Sarah Schafcher, of No. 137 Jorfolk street . She told Lieut. Clarker if she were permitted
to go she would not beg again. "If this is justice," she remarked ,as she was being led to a cell, "I can't see it."

An order for 3fi 0 gasoline locomotives, to be used in
the trenches, has been placed with the Baldwin Locomotive Company by the Russian Government. These engines
will travel on rails two feet apart, which will pennit their
passage through almost any part of the earthworks on the
firing line for the t ransportation of munitions and supplies.

A railroad is prejected for Finnish Lapland in order
to make available deposits of iron ore in that region . The
first portion. to be built, if the scheme materializes, will
probably be from the village of Rovaniemi, connected by
rail ,already with the port of Kemi on the Gulf of Bothnia,
and Sukuvaara, eighty-seven miles\ distant. From Sukuvaara further extensions of the line may be built to the
mouth of the Neida River on the Arctic Ocean, whence
Finland would be enabled to export iron. ore all the year
round. Eleven miles of this link would be in Norwegian
territory. The total length of the line, which would be
one of the furthest north in the world, would be 280
miles.

William Gerlack, a fa rmer living near Onida, S. Dak.,
says t hat for weight the members of his family are much
above the ordinary. In addition to the father and mother
there are eight children, the combined weight of the
family being 1,730 pounds. This is an average of 173
poun ds fo r each individual member. Three members of
the family weigh only about 120 pounds each, so it is very
Success has crowned the efl\ >rts of two rural telephone
evident that the remaining members are entitled to be company managers in Canton, Ill., to establish a physical
placed in the heavyweight class.
connection between their exchanges in compliance with an
order of the Public Utilities Commission. It was necessary to run the line through a conduit or tunnel 434 feet
Peak
Mi ss Dorothea Jones, a teacher in the Kanak
school district, California, has thrown up her job. In long, but of narrow diameter. First a rat with a silk fish
four months, Miss Jones confessed, she received sixteen line tied to his tail was started through the small passage.
proposals of marriage from the swains of the district. A ferret, sent after him to hurry him up, was too amMiss J ones indignantly denies that any have been accept- bitious and caught the rat. The entire coll ection of rats
ed. "They are looking for a cook, not ,a wife," she says. gathered through the medium of a newspaper want ad
"I never did believe in sixteen to one, and when the six- were sent through the conduit, but the managers were
teenth proposal came along I thought it was time to quit." never able to judge properly the ferret's handicap. A loIt is understood theni is n o lack of appli cations for Miss cal inventive genius suggested tying a bell on a rat recently. This was done. The fish line was dragged through
J ones' job.
and then in turn a :f).ne copper wire. Th_e rat neglected
stop, and as a reward for faithful service he was perto
Doubling the capacity of West P oint and Annapolis
to escape.
mitted
and establish ing similar academies in other sections of
by
advocated
the country are fe atures of preparedness
Congressman Frederick R. Lehlbach, of New J ersey, in
Details of an adventure which, ili romance and daring,
a letter to his constituents . H e also . believes that the rivals anything the war has brought to light were told by
K ational Guard can be made efficient only by fusing it passengers of the United Fruit Company steamship Carunder the control of the Federal Government. He favors rillo, which reached New York recently. Th ey said in the
a standing army of from 300,000 to 500,000, a large in- early months of the war two brothers, P . and A. Maurer,
crease of all classes of vessels for t he navy and strength- who claimed American citizenship, escaped from a Gerening of the coast defenses, including the Panama Canal man steamship interned in a Chilean port. They struck
fortificationR .
inland. Twelve months later they emerged from th e wil derness at Puerto Colombo, on the north coast of CoDetective Callaghan, of the Mend icant Squad, passing lombia, al calling-place of the United Fruit Company.
the new Rialto Theater, under construction at Forty- 'l'hey had crossed the Andes and tlie swampy interior of
second street and Seventh avenue, New York, the other the Continent. At the request of the American consul
night, saw a woman, supposedly blind, tugging at the they were taken aboard the Carrillo. Th~ two men tried
crank of a hand organ from which no sound came. Cal- to land at Cristobal, Panama, but the Carrillo's captain
laglum suspecting that the instrument was not genuine refused to permit them to do so. When the Carrillo
and that the woman was not blind, walked back of her, reached Kingston, Jamaica, the Maurers were taken off by
dropped two pennies and went on. When she thought he the British and put in a detention camp.
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Mr. Roosevelt has communicated to the American and
the Royal Geographical Societies information received by
him from Brazil concerning rece11t explorations in the
NEW YORK, MARCH 31, 1916.
drainage basin of the Rio Theodoro, the scene of his own_
explorations. An expedition was sent out about a year
ago, under Lieutenant de Souza, to explore the Rio AnaTERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
nas. or Pineapple River, which now proves to be identical
with tbe Cardosa, of Roosevelt's maps, emptying into the
Single Coples . . .. .. .. . .... ..... .. . .. ........ ,.. . .......... .
.05 Cents
One Copy Three Month.s ... . .. . . .... . .. . . .... . . .. . . . ... .
.65 Cen ts
Theocloro
in lQ deg. 58 min. S. It is one of the headOne Cbpy Six Months .... ............ . ... .. . ... .. .. . ... .
t. 25
One Copy One Year .... .. . ........ ... ..... .. .... ..... .. . .
2 .50
water branches of tl1e Theodoro, but not the major tribuPostage, Free
tary that it had been thought to be. The expedition was a
HOW TO SEND MONEY- At onr risk send P.O. Money Order, Ch eck
disastrous one. After suffering from shortness of food and
~e u::~:~~r1os1:aZ~er~t~~~ttt~!e!a!:e c~~l~~r z;?:ei~r~e~~i~~u~c,iJ~!~ illnesB,
the party was attacked by Indians, and the leader
~~it ~ o ~aa~S~t:/s}8;t''a,':ifv~a.~cJ~; vl~;i:t i;lng the envelope.
was drowned after being wounded with anows. The party
H.Aail1' ~ . Wot.FP\ P rettfde n i
}
Frank Tousey, Publisher
became scattered, and apparently only three of the ten
N. H>.aTLNN Woi.rr, Treasurer
Ciu1u.• • Yi. Nv·1,,ut o xa-, Secr~ta·ry
168 Wes t 23d St., N. Y.
camaradas who had started with de Souza :finally reached
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~' the Duvidu, and ultimately got back to civilization.
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T ilefish catches continue to increase. During January
398,000 pounds of the :fish were landed at New York, an
increase of 135 per cent. over December.

GR JNH AND CHUCKLES
"Il'.fary, I wish you'd send for that quack doctor as
quickly as yo u can." "Why, what's the matter?" "I ate
too much duck for dinner."

Bergen, one of the most important seaports in X orway,
,vas visited by t he most destructive :fire in its history on
Willie-Do they play baseball in heaven, mamma?
· J an. _15. Estimates of the damage run all the way from
$1 1,000,000 to $27,000,000. Practically the whole of the Mother-Wl1y, no, of course not: Willie-Then, I guess
retail business district fell a prey to the :flames. I n all, I won't bother about saying my prayers.
369 bui ldings were destroyed and 3,000 persons made
Y easi.-Why does that fellow walk on the rail way? The
homeless.
train might come along and kill l1im. CrimsonbeakCharles Dobsine, waiter in a local restaurant, J effcrson_, Y es; but I suppo e the poor fellow is afraid of the autoIowa, bet $1 at even money the other night that he would mobiles.
go ten blpcks barefooted in the s11ow and with the tem"And this," said the architect, showing the plans for
perat ure hovering around zero. He found a ready taker
the
new house, "is the master's bedroom." "Yes, yes,"
for his wages. Dobsine performed the feat and collected
his $1, but both his fe et were frozen. rl'he loser said it sa id 1\1.r. Henpeck, absently, "but where am I going to
sleep?"
was worth the money.
A can containing $300 in gold was uprooted from the
ground by a hog on the farm of Bud Ray, near Jones'
Mill, in Henry County, Tenn. Mrs . Richard Collins, a
neighbor of the Rays, has laid claim to the mone3' . Mrs.
Collins says her husband once owned the farm on which
· t he money was found, and that she loaned him the amount
contained in the can shortly before his death . After his
death, she says, the money could not be found, although
h is books contained a record reading, "Thiee hundred
dollars canned."
How a man could strike upon the sharp end of a crowbar, have it pierce his :flesh and come out .under a rib and
still live is the remarkable part of an accident which befell Joseph Blake, of Grass Valley, Cal. He was working
at hi.s father's m ining claim and was standing upon a
bank when he felt the earth give way under him. He
jumped an d in his excitement c1id not notice the bar which
was sticking out o:f the ground. It penetrated his back in
the lower part and ranged upwa:rd toward the waistline
and emerged under the lower . rib. He was rushed to a
sanitarium after his fellow-employees had pulled _the bar
out of his flesh . It is believed Blake will recover.

" I nndrrFtam1 that Mr .. Pinchpenny has been operated
on for appendicitis?" remarked Miss Cayenne. "Yes, it's
the first tim e any one was known to get anything out of
him." "And even then they had to chloroform him to
get that."
A beautiful young lady approached the ticket window
af: Uic Pennsylvania station and in a voice like the rippling

of a brook asked the agent: "What is the fare to the
Fa•·?" 'l,o which the agent replied : "Same as to the
homely, madam."
"This is the best fishing-place on the lake," said the
guide. "I brought a feller here yesterday and he took
out fifteen big ones." "Take me somewhere else," ordered the amateur :fisherman . "I want a place where there
are some fish left."
Mabel was explain,i.ng the baseball game to Estelle.
"What makes the man with the bat in his hand keep waving it around like that?" inquirecl Estelle. "Why, you
silly goose,'' answernd Mabel, "he docs that so the pikher
can't hit it, of course."
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Sternly uttering this word, Mr. Gresham cocked his rernlvcrs with the air of a determined man.
Back!"
By .Alexander .Armstrong
They hesitated.
'rJ1e leader said something 111 an angry tone, which
The days of brigandage in Italy are now about past, al- Gresham did not understand.
though it is not many years since when this could not be
Again they advanced.
said.
"Rack!" mo1;e sternly and resolutely than before.
It was a lovely day in early summer, some years ago, Driver, whip up your horses; we c:an run away from
that an American banker was traveling privately through them."
the mountains, bound for one of the old towns of Italy.
The driver appeared to be stricken by the most abject
He was a N ew York man, about fifty-three or four terror and, when threatened with shooting by Mr. Gresyears of age, a widow~r, on his way to Italy in hopes of ham, rolled off the box.
repairing hi s failing health.
"Better yiekl," said the leader of the brigands, in very
Many people who are poor sigh for riches, little dream- poor English. "If you act like a gentleman and peaceably
ing how much necessarily comes with them that is dis- give up what you have, you will be allowed to pursue your
agreeable.
journey unmolested."
So it was with Joseph Gresham.
The banker hesitated.
Rich though he was, he was anything but a happy man,
A desperate scheme crossed his brain.
and his grave face, with its drawn lines, plainly showed
By using his revolvers freely he might for one moment
this.
throw them into consternation, and then, before they
His wealth had injured him in more ways than one. could recover themselves, he might be able to reach the
But it cost him most misery in the person of one of his driver's seat, seize the reins and give the hon;es the whip .
twin sons, who bad grown up wild and reckless, and had
He de'termined on making the attempt.
been concerned in nearly everything that was low and bad.
Up came his r·evolvers.
Dick was a wild fellow indeed. '
Crack!
Mr. Gresham fell like a log-dead.
On the contrary, Harry was a modest, straightforward
The brigands had been through similar scenes too many
fellow, sensitive as a woman, and looking with horror on
times not to have profited by experience.
his brother's wildness and wickedness.
A man had been posted where Gresham failed to see
Despite his wildness, Dick had a good general idea of
business, and was looked upon by his friends as "deuced him, and from the .first to last had kept a dead aim on
smart in business, you know, if he wants to be."
him with a carbine.
Harry, on the contrary, loved ,books, and music, and
When he saw the revolvers raised he pulled the trigger,
quiet around him.
stretching out the banker in death.
The latter had accompanied his father from New York,
At once the brigands rifled the carriage and the pockets
but had separated a few days before, and was now in of the dead man, and many were the cries of pleasure at
Milan, where they were to rejoin each other in a few days. sight of the amount of money they had captured.
Suddenly the carriage in which Mr. Gresham was trav''You are a lot of lazy knaves," rather angrily said the
driver to the brigand chief. "Why were you not on
eling came to a halt.
A muttered ejaculation, as of dismay, fell from the time?" with an oath.
driver's lips.
"I thought I was."
"Will you pl ease tell m e why you have stopped?" de"1' o, you were a good ten minutes behind-time, and I
manded ::\1:r. Gresham, sternly.
had hard work to hold still until you made your appear-.
He had heard that drivers were suspected of some- anee ."
times pl a Yin g into th e h,.nds of the brigand s, and his sus"Vi'ell-well," in a conciliatory tone. "We'll try to do
pieions being excited . he drew a rcrolver and ordered better next time. When will you be along again?"
the driver to proceed, or take the consequence.
"I don't know. Never fear, though, I'll send you word
"Impossible!" returned the clri ver, and there was a tone in time."
"I am sure of it."
of relief in t he word.
"Give me my share. H is time I was off."
"And why?"
Having pocketed his share of the money, the driver pro" Brigands."
As thi s ,ro rd was uUerell , a cl ozcn . ,rar ll 1y, r oughly- ceeded on his journey, carrying his passenger still, al•
dressed mc11 sprang from tli e ihic·k growth of l.Jrush on though dead now instead of living.
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I cl1anced at the time to be in the town, and, hearing
an<l the· , ,r.art\1· r :10<-n ls Pprnrg fo nvnn1 to enter the earthat an' American l1ad been murdered by brigands, went
ri:1 ~P .
to sec the dead banker.
,.~:~! - !,: !.,
THE MISSING \YILL.
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seen a volume fall into the street, as if flung from an upper windo,;; it ·1;acl been picked up and carried away by a
ragpicker.
I waf; relieved, and yet I was in a quandary. It was a
relief to know that the book had not been destroyed, and
I was iIJ a quandary to know how to get to work to find
out where it wa, .
It finally struck me that-the book being printed in
English-the person who found it would be unable to read
it, and would probably try to sell it to an old book
dealer.
Disgui. ed, so as not i.o excite suspicion, I hung about
a booksta1Jcl, and overhauled the•books in quest of this
precious copy of Don Quixote.
Fortune at last played into my hands.
T had been pretending to read a book, when my attention was attra'c-led to a woman who was approaching. She
was not more titan twenty-five, black-haired, soul-like eyes,
and a beautiful olive skin.
On her arm she carried a basket.
She paused in front of the stand and addressed herself
"Mv Dear Harry-Life is so uncertain at the best, and to the book dealer, an old and singular-looking being, with
I am ·in such poo~ health, that it is l)Ossible that 1 may hi,; i.all, pointed cap, with its poi11t drooping, minns one
.eye, and holding in one baud a crutch, which hfa lameness
never -again see my native city.
"Dick expects at my death to share equally with you the c:ompelled him to U"C.
From her conversation I gathered that this beauti.ful
wealth of ·which I am possessed, and others have traded
was the wife of a ragpicker, and presently she prowoman
exhis
in
him
upheld
and
pampered
have
and
on this,
duced a paper, and, after glancing at it, asked how much
cesses by advancing him large sums of money.
"I believe the total would be enough to sweep away lie ,r0uld give for a book, the name of which she read off.
He helcl up three fingers.
half of the fortune which it has i.aken a lifetime i.o ac"Make il four," she said.
cumulate, and I have therefore made you my sole heir,
some haggling "four" ,;·as the price agreed upon.
After
with a stipulation that you shall pay Dick ten thousand
works "·ere mention ed. and prices settled for
Other
lifetime.
his
dollars a year during
then she mentioned Don Qui.··rnte.
and
them,
"And now about the will. You remember my copy of
Instantly my ears were pricked up, and my eagerness
Don Quixote, of course, for I have heard you express
ill crear-:ed when she said it was an English edition.
was
wonder at the care with which I guarded it. Examine
binding was so gay and pretty that the woman deThe
the back cover carefully; then take off a binding about its
a large price .for it, which he did not feel inclined
manclecl
edge, and you will discover that the cover is made in two
i.he fact of its being in English would make it
as
pay,
to
testament.
and
will
last
my
is
parts
parts; between these
umalable.
"Affectionately your father,
'·GiYe liPr rhe price," I said to him. "I will give you an
"JOSEPH GRESHAU.''
advance on ii.."
'' l will hri11g the books in an hour," she said, and then
''And this copy of Don Quixote?" looking up when I
llS.
left
reading.
had finished
I knew that she was going to the other dealers in books
"It was with him in the carriage on tt1at horrible day."
·
to see if f'he could obLain better prices, and I followecl her.
"Describe it."
the
examined
and
But she conlcl Jo. 110 better, and came bock with the
Having heard him through, I went
.
as
authorities
the
to
to the stand of the one-eyed man.
books
delivered
had
driver
the
which
effects
'l'hc moment I saw the copy of Don Quixote I knew I
having belonged to his passenger.
had found the one I was in search of. I was not misThe book was not to be found.
taken.
I saw the driver.
Between the two pieces of pasteboard forming the back
"Had the brigands ever stolen books?"
was the missing wilJ.
cover
The driver laughed. It was too rich! Steal books?
we started for New York.
once
Ar
word.
a
read
could
Why, none of them
Dick Gresham had heard of his father's Yiolent death,
"Had he seen aught of any in the carriage that had beand ha.cl just got holcl of the property, and was preparing
long to Mr. Gresham?"
"No, he had not," although I could see that the ques- to make "ducks and drakes" of it, when Harry put a'stoptiorr startled him not a little, and made me positive that per on the proceeding by producing the will.
Xeeclless to say I was well rewarded for mv share in
he had stolen the book for some reason.
the matter. In fact, foT so little trouble I w;s never so
Then I visited the house where the driver boarded.
Questioning the servants quietly, I found one who had well paid as for the recovery of the missi11g ,rill.

I found that rooms had been engaged at a hotel for two,
Mr. Gresham and his son, who was hourly expected to
reach there from Milan.
At length Harry put in an appearance, and greatly
shocked ,ras he on finding his father col'd in death. He
had not been prepared to witness the sight, and, on seeing his father'. dead body with a bullet in his head, he
fainted.
As an American, and one who could best speak his native language, Harry was left in my charge, and I remained by his side and did what I could to restore him to
consciousness; and after that had been accomplished, to
calming him and seeking to render the blow less severe.
He thanked me in a sad tone., and when I would have
left him begged me to remain.
"You have been very kind to me," said Harry, "and I
want you to re-ad this," handing me a letter. "Father
gave me this letter, securely closed, just before leaving
New York, with instructions not to open it, except in case
·of his dying before we reached home."
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NEWS OF T HE DAY
weal' on our clothes are made from certain mns~els. The
mussel shrlls, upon reaching the button :l'adories., are
blanks' and then turned on a small
sawed into rouo-h
0
lathe to the proper shape of the buttons, including the
depression in the center. After this two or four holes are
bored for the thread. The buttons arr poli;;h ed by means
More than 7,000 employes of the Alexander Smith & of a chemical fluid.
Sons Carpet Company mill, in Yonkers, N. Y., receiYed
bonuses for meritorious work the past six months which
An elderly chnrch warden , in shav in g himself one Suntotal $82,000. rl'hose employed ten years received 10 per dav before church time, made a sliglit c-ut with the razor
cent., those working five to ten years received 5 per cent. on· the extreme end of his nose. Ql1ic·kl,v calling his wife,
and everybody, from President Eugene Clark down to the be asked her iJ: she had any rourt-p la,.;lc r in the house.
office boys, shared.
"Yon will find some. in my sewing n1,wl1inc basket," she
said. 'l'he warden soon had the cut coYercd . At the
'l'he Bo ton ationals were insured the other day for a church, in assisting with the collection, he notic·cd every
total of $500,000 against accident of any nature, except one smile as he passed the plate, and some of the _\·01mger
such as may occur on the baseball field. 'flie policy is a people laughed outright. \ Tery much annoy<'<l, he asked
blanket agreement, covering every membe-r of the team. a friend if there was anythin~ wrong with his appearIt is understood that, in addition, several of the more im- anrc. " \Yell, I should think there i. ," w,1 s the a1rnwer.
portant players are insured individually against accident '5\Yhat is that on your nosci''' "Conrt-plastrr:' ''~o,"
of -a ny kind.
,:aid his friend, "it's the label of a spoo l of cotton . 1t
says 'Wauanted 200 yards lon g.'''
Numerous avalanches have been reported recently and
several i,wiss frontier posts ha\'e been overwhelmed. Fire
The I'ennsyl vania Railroad Compiwy has been making
soldiers have been killed. Others have been dug out alive. a fill of the Beaver River between Xcw Brighton and
Xumerous mountain roads and the Bernina railway be- Rocl~c. tcr with the intention of changing its main line between Switzerland and Italy are blocked. 'l'he body of tween the two points to eliminate a long cnr1·c. 'l'he fill
Henry IIoffma1111, of Kew York, believed to ha re been requires hundreds of carload s of cinders, whic·h arc loaded
killed in an avalanche in the Engadine Mountuins, has into the cars while red-hot. When 1lllloacled they retain
not been recorered.
the l1cat for d,ws. This has made the place a winter -reAt all hours tbe entire cmbanh.'TJlent, a.
01 t for hoboe ~
Following the successful use of an automobile by the mile or more in length, swarms with a heterogeneous
commanding officer of the battleship "Maryland," other crowd of old ancl young men, who ea.t , drink, maJe m~rry
warships of the United States navy are to be similarly and sleep. On the hot cinders the tramps make coffee
equipped. The automobile on the "Maryland" is the per- and cook the fruits of foraging partie~. 'When sleepy
sonal property of its captain, but there is a movement on they scoop out a bed in tbe warm ashes, uncl after carefoot to make a medium-priced touring car the regular fully removing the clinkers burrow down in the yielding
equipment o.f ships going on long cruises. "Land mass ancl sleep in comparative comfort on the coldest
launches" the sailors have called the motor cars, as they nights, with only their heads visible.
are used both for the official and social calls o.f the officers.

Eight vessels have been chartered for a new steamship
service between Puget Sound ports on the Pac:iflc Coast of
the United States and Vladivostok. It is expected that
the new service will help relieve the congestion of freight
at Puget Sound.

What. is !'aid to be the most wonderful clock in the
worlcl is in St. Petersburg. It has ninety-five faces, and
indicates simultaneously the time of day at thirty points
on the earth's smface, besides the movement of the earth
around the sun, the phases of the moon, the signs of the
zodiac, the passage over the meridian of more than fifty
stars of the N'"orthern Hemisphere, and the date acconling to the Gregorian, Greek, Mussulman and Hebrew
calendars. Two years were required to put the works together.
In certain parts of England $5 a hundredweight is
paid for green snail shells. They are used for inlaid
work by furniture makers and are also turned into buttons. A great many of the so-called pearl buttons .we

All allowance in the form of gold dust comes regularly
from his parents in Candle, Northern Alaska, to Colin C.
Clements, a senior student at the University of Washington. Clements, who recently received some "dust',.. and
nugget , took it all to an assayer and turned it into' coin
of the realm. rrhe remittance came in a sturdy purse
ma<'le of a webbed ·foot. believed to be that of a ptarmigan,
with the leg used :1s the mouth of the sack. Candle is on
Kotzebue Sound, just below the Arctic circle. Because
of the delayed mail service, Clements has to wait more
than the thirty days, which most college tndents consider
a long enough interval between remittances from ·home.
He is preparing himself for newspaper work, and expects
to supply the residents of his home region with the news
wl1ich they now must ge.t by telephone from Nome, across
the lJl:!ninsula.
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INTERESTII\JG ARTICLES
KJLLhD ·woLF WITH A MOPSTICK.
Sinr0 Mabel Henderson o.f l\fenominee, \Vis., killed a
wolf with a mop-handle she has been kept busy answering letterB that poured in from all parts of 1.he conn try.
Some wroi.e from cnriosity to find out what kind of a girl
she was, and others merel_v wanted to congratulate her.
11'hen Miss llendcr3on stepped out of the house she saw
the family dQg :fighting with the wolf. She seized the
mop-hamlle, the first weapon that came into her hands,
and went to the dog's rescue. She killed the wolf and received a bouni.y of $10 from the Secretary of State with a
personal letter of congratulation, and also $10 from the
county.
The skin of the wolf is being made into a set of furs,
which Miss Henderson will take pride in wearing.
"It wasn't much/' said Mabel. "I saw the wolf and got
mad. I did. not think of being in danger myself, and
j ust grabbed the first thing I got my hands on. That was
all. I was surprised that the animal did not run away.
I guess I surprised him and hit him so bard the first time
that he was too stunned to think of getting away . Anyway, I got him and he won't bother our hou e any more."

IRFAX'l' ON _\ MATTRESS IlAFT.
Little )foFes \Vilkes, year-old son of a Sweetwater, Cal.,
r anclnnan, had a for rougher time in the recent flood than
did his predcct!s,,;or of Biblical times in the olden (bys,
arcord ing io a story reecnth· told .
When the flood wateTS began io rnsli down the Sweetwater River the mother of little Moses placed him on an
improvised li.fe raft that had been com,lructed. The raft
was placed neat the edge o.f the riYer and Mo~es depMited
on a m attress. '\\'hile the r emaining members of the
family returned to the house io gatli~r more food suppliei-1
t he water of the Sweetlrnter rose so ~,riftly i bat they soon
starte<l the raft and Mo,,es clown the stream.
'rhe little sister of Mo"e.-; realized what h,1cl happened,
and, racing down tl1e river bauk:;;, kept tl1e raft in sight
until it touched t!ic f:bore, when she rescuetl Uo,:es from
his perilous position . Aft.er effeeting the rescue it was
necessary for t!1e girl to walk rni.les with I\foses in her
a rms before she reached shelter.
Believing both children lost, Mrs. Wilkes collapsed and
is now at t11e home of Mr. and Mrs. G. D . Stead, near
Ja111 acha.
RUSSIAN MYS'rIC REVIVAL.
' The Overseas ~ews Agency gives out the following,
which it says is private information received from Pctrograd:
" T he Metropolitan Petrirn of Ylaclicavkaz, together with
the Archbishop Varnara, is conducting a rcYival on an
enormous scale. It is a mystic movement which ha taken
ho'ld of the aristocracy and the lower classes. The Metropolitan and the A rch bishop hold liturgical services witb

unheanl-of pomp, employing the songs of innocent children in order to rouse the masse.q. 11 hey comfort prisoners in jail.
"People say that if Petrograd should be evacuated the
Metropolitan and the Archbishop should lead the people,
carrying the cross and chanting anthems, so as to prevent
political opposition and rebellion.
"At one of the servjces held by the Archbishop 1,000
persons, including a Grand Du.k e and other aristocrats,
pilgrims, peasants and beggars, stood shoulder to shoulder.
When the Archbishop returned to his monastery the people knelt along the roadside in the snow, with the temperature 30 degrees below zero, in order to receive his
blessing.
"Eyewitnesses of these scenes compare t11cm with religious ecstasies of mediaernl times. The Holy Synod
and the better educated portion of the clergy have protested, but their objections were not heeded by the Emperor."
A RECORD ,COLD WINTER.
The winter of 1741-.42 was colder than any I ew England winter which had preceded it since the colonists
landed at Plymouth, and in no year sinee has, cold so intense or protracted been recorded. As early as Xovembe r
13, J '7-11, mow fell over the whole country, and next April
it wa::- still covering the fence rows.
An is'ue of the Boston Post Boy for January 12, 17-±2,
reports a tent erected on the Charles River as an inn for
travelers wlto frequented this great froz en highway . 'I'he
Boston N C'\\"S Letter for March 6 of the same vear relates
how "people ricle every clay from Str::itford, Co;n., to Long
Island, ,d1ich is three leagues." Even a far cast as New
L01idon old diaries tell us that "the ice extended into the
Sound as far as could be seC'n from the town, aml Fisher·s
Island was united to tl1e mainland by a so licl bed of ire."
On J'\far ch 28 of that remarkable sp1,-ing the Bo ·f-on X ews
L etter roports that people· living on 'J'hornpsou·s hlaml
had t;rossed over to Dorch e,·ter to drnrch on the ice for
the. fifteen preceding Suncla>·s.
As late as July 9 an old letter written from .Lrew London, Conn., says that on the cast side of the Connecticut
River a body of ice as large as t"'o carts can (haw still
remained, clear and solid as at Christmas time, and the
quaint old letter writer artlessly add : "It might lay
there a month longer were it noi. that so many resort out
of ·curiosity to drink punch made .ont of it." On July 17
snow· was still to be found lying in a mass nearly four feet
thick in the town of Ip wich.
Probably the mo~t marvelous record left us of that fa mous winter of 1741--!2, according to the Spring:field Republ ican, is the statement made by Alonzo Lewis, author
of the "Annals of Lynn, Mass.," i.hat "Francis Lewis, the
signer of the Declaration of Independence, drove his horse
from N cw York to Barnstable, 1.hc whole length of L ong
I sland Sound, on t he ice."
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Ride While You

Pay

$1.00

~~j~~ !:l1t::1a!
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CAN BE USED AS A CANDLE, TORCH OR LAMP.

1916 Arrow, pay just
a am.all amount each

RECOMMENDED TO TH~ THEATRICAL
PROFESSION AS A MAKE•UP LAMP.
VALUABLE IN HOME, OFFICE, OR STUDY.

month wltll• you
ride. Write IIOW
for free cataloa-.
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-motorcycle pedal1-lonc Manyremarkable new featurea.

A 'light ls produced by pressing' a. key at the rig"ht, a.s
ahown ln the illustration. Releaoe the key and the
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light is automatically extinguished.
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Absolutely Positive in Operation
There is a quick, detachable ash receiver at the base,uy to clean, and which prevents spilling.

Try a Lighter for 30 Days
If it is not aatisfactory, return it, and we will cheerfully refund your money.
To savers of trading stamps and coupons : A Nomatch
Lighter can be redeemed for the following coupoils or
trading stamp,:

Ride a

RANGER
8»::r

bicycle and lmow you h&Te the best.

a

m:::~i'i'anF&E°.l:::.1°;0~ :nlf~
da11a' trial, NO IEX..IENSIE ~ JOG It, after.
"t~~°F1°c"T°6Rtit
s\~•P ~~t Im ro;.-:
ments and ...tues ,...,... &':/.:-. ,guaru_d,_

SPERRY &. HUTCHINSON

500 stamps

0

UNITED CIGAR STORE

500 coupons or 100 certificates
SCHULTE CIGAR STORE
SCIO coupons or 100 certlffcates

WRITE TODAY tor our big ~a<GUllf
JSliowing our compl•te line ot 191G bicycles.

Tires, sundries and pa.rte, and learn our
wonderful n.eu, offers and terms.
DO NOT BUY .. bicycle, t!Na or BUndrles, until
you write and loam what we wJll do for you. A

postal card brings everyth1ng-wr1te it now.

Remit by express or fOSt money order.
Currency can be sent by registered mail.

MEAD CYCLE CO,. DIPTeL 188 CHICAGO

ne Nomatch Manufacturing Co.
271 Broadway, New York City, New York

TIO: FRIGHTFUL R,4.TTLESNAKE\
To all appearance It l1 a
harmless piece or coiled
paper with a mouth-

~~eo"~
~
~

p~~~~~!"l~nt~ .!'n!•!
mouth, and blowlnr;
Into the tube, an lmJta•
tton snake o v e r two
feet In length springs out o! the roll like a
ftaah or lightning, producing a whistling, nut·
terlng 1ound that would frighten a wild Indian. We guarantee our rattlean&ke not to
bite, but would not advise you to play the
joke on timid women or delicate children.
Each snake packed In a box. Price, lOc.; I
tor 25c., malled postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y
'I:

TAKE NOTICE!

Itch Powder Bombs and Cachoo
cannot be sent. by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting t? one d~llar will be accepted, as delivery will
have to be made by express.
GOOD LUCK l'WZZLE.
It consists or three hora&•
llhoes
fastened
tor;ether.
Only a very ele,rer pea•on
can take ott +be closed
horseshoe frem the' two
linked honesh.,es.
But ft
c an be done In a moment when the secret la
known. Price, by ma.II, lOo. each.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kl,yn, N. Y.

:JQ:>

C ·

-

G

•
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•

(., GLASS l'EN.-Pa.tent glass pen, with nlc&
dip, writes like any ordinary pen; each put
up in wooden box.
PriceJ lOc.~ postpaid.

,WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 20th St., N. Y.
MARBLE VASG.
A clever and puzzUng etrect,

easy to do; the appa.ratus can

be minutely examined.

Et:ect:

A marble ca.n be m.ade to pas:i

from the hand Into the closed
vase, w.htch a moment b~tore
was shown empty. This 1s a,.
beautiful enameled turned wood vase.
Price. ~c.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

. ...__,_
..;;F'

MAGIC CARD BOX.--A very cleverly ma.de
box or exchanging or vanish Ing cards. In fa ct.
any number of tricks ot this character can be
performed by it. A very neceasary magJ cnJ
-Hor:,,
Price, 15c,
WOLl,l> 'NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th !!t., N. Y.

THE l'HANTOI\I FINGER.
.
Ati these fingers are cast tn
moulds In which a person's fingers have been encased, they are
a lifelike model of the same. The
finger can be made to pass·
throug-h a person's hat or coat
w~thout Injury to the hat or garment. It appears to be, your own
ffnger. A perfect Illusion. Price,
llle.; 2 for 25e., postpaid.
WOLFF fOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

4

~

KNITTER

Every boy who wants a
whip-lash, pair of reJns, or
any other knitted article or
simtlar kind should have a
,
K n itter. Anybody can work
II. The most beautiful deaJgna can be made by using
colored worsteds "'Ith this handy llttle object.
It Is handsomely lacc:u<.lred, strong-Jy made, and
tb:a wires a.i-e very durabte.
Price, JOc, each, by mail, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. SZd St., New York City.

SNAPJ'ER P:F-'NCIL
Sometimes, your jocose !rlend heips himself to the pencil stickIng up from your vest
p,ocket. Let him take
this one. When he attempts to tJse It, a. pair -~ ~'
o! springs shoot out
and rap him ao smartly
on the knu~kles that
h:e 1wears-otr t a ii.: tng
olber people'& property. A do.ndy llttl& trick
afforcMng no- end of amusement.
·
Price, JO.-. each. l> }' mall, postpaid.
U. F. LA..~O. 1315 Centro St., B'kt:,n. N. Y.

~

~

WHIS'.l'LEPHO?\,"E
Thi• is one ot t h ·e
greatest musical
Instrurn e n ts ever fnvented. It is made entire ly
of metal a.nd is almost
Invisible when In use.
With it, in a few moments, you can learn
to play all kinds of
tunes, :..ave tots ot run, plea.a& a.nd amuse
your friends and make some, money, too. F;ne
tor eith~r song or pfano accompaniment or
by it!'f!lf alone. You plaice- the Whistlephone
In the mouth With halt cirels out, place end
of tongue to rottn-dcd pa.rt and blow gently
a"" it to cool the Jtps.
A fe.w trials -r,111 enabl one to play any tnne or air.
_
.t>r i ce ti c.e nt!I r .,ch by mafl , post-paid
H. F. LA...~G, 1815 Centr~ St.. B'klna. .N. Y,

0
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.AUTOMATIC COPYING l'ENOIL.
Th& Importance of
carrying a good re ..
liable pencil need not
be dwelt upon here.
It la an absolute necessity with ua all,
The holder ot thfs pencil lo beautifully
nickeled with C'rooved box-wood h2ndte, r;lv•
lnl" & nrm grip In writing; the pencil auto•
matlcalty supplies the lead as needed whl)e
a box of the1& iong leado are given with each
pencil. The writing of this pencil l1 Indelible
the as.me as Ink, a.nd thus can be uaed In
w::1tlng letters, addressing envelopea, etc.
Bills of account or invoices ma.de out with
this pencil can be copied the s11me as If copyIng Ink was used. It Is th& h&ndle1t pencil
on the market; you do not require u. knife
to keep It sharp; it 1s ever ready, ever ll&fe,
and just the thing to carry.
Price of pencil, with box of leads comple,e, Ollly
. lOe.; 3 for 2oc. ; .n,e dozen 90c. Poatpald.
WOLFF NOVEV.r" CO., 29 W. 28&1> at . .N. Y.
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COMICAL RUBBER STAMPS.
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q
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- ·

A complete aet of l'lve
grotesque
little
people
made
of Indestructible
~:l~~~t
;nhebl~~~
ures conaiet or Policeman,
ch•na,man,
a11d
otil>er

~fic~~~d

' ~~~~",,a":~
each

1:

pl:t~~~~
t,gure is moun:ted

on a separate block, any

boy ca.n set up a reaular
par&de or circus by print•
Ing the figures rn different positions.
With ea.ch set or flguru we
send a bottle of colored Ink, an ink pa.d a.nd
full lnsLructions.
Chtldren can at.amp these
picture• on theh· toys, picture beoks, writing
paper and envelopes, and they are without
tloubt the most amusing and entertaining
novelty g-ott.·n up tn years. Price ot the com-plete set ot -r.iubber Stamps, with ink and
Ink pad, only .' 0c., 3 sets for 25c., on& d o eoc,. by ma.II postpaid,
FRANK SllllTH. S83 Lenox &-.. •• N. Y.
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OLD ANDYOUNG KING BRADY,DETECTIVES.
FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLQHER, ta WEST 2'I) STREET, NEW Y ~

No. 897.

NEW YORK, MARCH 31, 1916.

Price 6 Cents.
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irn f~~~i
;n~ ;::rsa:Jeci16~n ba1~ie AT~::::: air' Tfj~~!ling
"Bad Gang."

up

h

674
0
6,;;
Dd'!mri1n~\1~':i81M;~/t~i:;::~
676 Young Wild West and the Ranch Queen; or. Rounding up th"
Cattle Ropers.
677 Young _Wild West's Pony Express; or, Getting the Mall Through

~g~~i ~I:~

~::r: ~::~~~~e r·o;,hl

~~-

678 Young Wild West on the Big Divi de; or, The Raid ot the
Renegades.
679 Young Wild West's M.llllon In Gold; or. The Boss Boy of Bou lder.
680 Young WIid West Running the Gauntlet; or, The Pawnee Chief's
Last Shot.
681 Yo~~firi~.lld West and the Cowboys; or , A Hot Time on the
682 Young Wild West's Rough Riders; or, The Rosebud of the
Rockies.
683 Young WIid West's Dash tor Life; or, A Ride That Saved a Town.
684 Young Wild West's Big Pan Out; or, T he Battle for a Sliver
Mine.
685 Young WIid West and the Charmed Arrow; or, The White Lily
of the Kiowas.
686 Yo~~fde:~ld West's Great Round Up; or. Corrallng the Ranch
687 Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers; or, Trailing a Bandit King.
688 Young Wild West and the Russian Duke; or. A Lively Time on
Mountain and Plain.
689 Yo~~fhe~~ld West on the Rio Grande; or, Trapping the Mexican
690 Young Wil d West and Sitting Bull ; or, Saving a Troop of Cavalry.
691 Young Wil d West and t he Texas '£railers; or, Roping In the Horse
Thieves.

692 Young Wild West's Whirlwi nd Riders; o r. Chasi ng the Border
Thugs.
693 Young Wild West and the Danltes; or. Arietta·s Great Peril
694 Young Wild West In the Shadow of Death; or. Saved by a Re d
Man's Bullet.
695 Young WIid West and t he Arizona Boomers; or, The "Bad )!en"
of
Bar.
696 YoungBullet
Wild West After the Claim-J umpers; or, Taming a Tough
Town.
~ Young Wild West and t he Prairie Pea rl; or, The Mystery of No
Man's Ranch .
698 Young
WIid West on a Crooked Trail; or, Lost on the Alka•I
Desert.
699 Young Wild West and the Broken Bowle;
or. The Outlaws or
Yellow .~'ork.
700 Young WIid West's Ru nning Fight; or. Trapping the Reds and
RenegadPs.
.
701 Young
Wild West and His Deadshot Band; or. The Smugglers
of
the
Canadian Border.
702
Young Wild West's Rllnd Ride; or, The •rreasure Trove of the
Yellowstone.
7 o3 Young Wild West and the Vigilantes; or, Thinning Out a Bard
Crowd.
704 Young Wild West on a Crimson Trail; or, Arletta Among the
Apaches.

For sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps. by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

IF YOU WANT .A]VY 'BACK NUJ,f'BER.S

of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and fill In
your Order and send It to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mall. POSTAGE STAlIPS TAKEN
THE SAME AS MONEY.

.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

N o . 46 . HOW TO llfA K E AND USE ELECr R ICI TY.-A des c ription or the wonderful
uaea of electrJcJty and electro magnetJsm: toirether with tull Instructions for making ElecIrle Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A . M., M. D.
Containing over nrty lllustra-

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

gardlng the Camera and how to work It; also
how to make Photographic Magi c Lantern
Slides and other Transparencies. Hanclsome?y
lllustrated.
No. 62.
H OW TO BECOi\U~ A WEST
POINT i\1lLJ T ARY CADET.- -Explalns how

El<><>~S

~o. 74.
now T O W RITE J, ETTERS
('O U RECTLV.-Contalnln g
full
Instruction•
rro r w riting lette rs on almost any subject:
also rules for punctuation and composition.
with epectrnen letters.
No. 711. H OW TO Bl,;COJ\IE A CON.fURER.
tlons.
to gain admittance. coursa of Study, Exa1ntna-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice.
No. 47.
HOW TO B REAK, RI D E AND
tlons, Duties, Stair of Officers, Post Guard, PoCups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing thirtyDR I VE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on
lice Regulations, Fire Department, and all a
six Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
the horse. Describing the most useful horses
boy should know to be a cadet. By Lu Senarror business, the best horses for the road;
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FOR 'l'UN~,s BY
ens.
THE HAND.--Contalnlng rules tor tellinl" for~~~o hvo':'.~~~ble recipes for diseases peculiar to
No. OS.
HO\ V TO Bt,;COl\11'; A NAVAL
tunes by the aid or lines or the hand, or
the secret ot palmistry.
Also the sec-ret of
No. 48.
HO W T O BUILD AND SAIL
~t.:?1~o-;;-ct~mr~:teAl~~~~u0 0 nJ 8
telllng future events by aid ot moles. marks.
CANOES.-A handy book for boys, containAloo containing the course or ln•tructlon, descare,
etc.
Illustrated.
Ing full directions tor constructing canoes and
scrlptlon or grounds and buildings, historical
No. 77.
H OW TO DO FORTY TRICKS
~hu~lym1r:siat~~fe~.ar manner ot saJltng them.
sketch, and everything a boy should know to
lVITH CARDS.-Contalnlnit deceptive Card
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.--Glvlng rules
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and
~9;0Lue s!~a~~~r In th e l:nitecl States Navy.
magicians. Arranged tor home amusement.
for conducting debates, outlines tor debates,
No. 64,
HO \ V TO MAKE ELEC'CRI CAL
Fully Illustrated.
que1tlons for discussion, and the best sources
llfACHINES.-Contalnlng full directions for
~~~et.rocurlng Jntormatlon on the question
making electrical machines, induction coils,
No. 78. H OW TO DO THE BLACK A RT.
-Containing
a complete description of the
No. 50. H O W TO STUFF B IRDS AND ANdynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
mysteries
ot Magic and Slelght-or-Ha.nd, tolMALS.-A valuable book, giving Instructions
~lus~l:;tt;tlty.
By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
gether
with
many
wonderful experiments. By
In collecting, preparJng, mounting and preA. Anderson. Illustrated .
1ervlng birds, animals and Insects.
No. 611.
MULDOON'S ,JOKES,-The most
No.
79.
H
OW
TO
BEC'O~O: AN ACTOR .
No. 51,
HOW TO DO TRICKS \ VI TH
original Joke book ever published, o.nd It Is
-Containing complete instructions how Io
CAR DS.--Contalnlng explanations or the genbrimful or wit anll humor.
It contains a
make up for various characters on the stage.
eral princtplea ot sleight-of-hand appllca.bJe
large colJectlon of songs, jokes, con undrums,
together with the duties or the Stage Manager
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary
etc., of- Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, huPrompter, Scenic Artist anrl Property Man.
cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
morlst, and practical joker of the day.
No. 80. GOS \VJLJ .IA .\l '-' JOKF. BOOK. ·
tri c ks Involving sleight-of-hand, or the use
No. 66.
H OW TO DO PUZZLES.-Conc0ntalnlng the latest jokes, anecdotes nnrl
ot specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
talntng over three hundred Jnterestlng puzzles
funny
stories of this w orld-renowned German
No, 52. HO\V TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvlng
and conundrums, with key to 1ame. A comcomedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome col the rules and full directions for playing
plete book. Fully lllustrnted.
ored cover, containing a half-tone photo or
Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce,
No. 67.
HOl\' TO DO ELECTRI CAL
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch,
the author.
TRICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of lnNo. 81. HOW TO ~It:S ~I EIUZK-ContalnAl! Fours, and many other popular games ot.
•tructtve and blgttl)~ amusing electrical tricks,
lng the most approved methods of mesmerca.rda.
together with tJluatrattons. By A. Anderson.
ism · animal magnetism , or, magnetic heatNo. 58. HOW TO WRITE LET'l'I<,RS.-A
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEl\lJCAL TRICKS.
ing.' By Pror. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S .. author
wonderful Uttle book, telllng you hoJV to write
-Containing over one hundred highly. amusof "How to Hypnotize." etc.
to your sweetheart, your father, mother, sising a.nd lnetructtve tricks with chemicals. By
tea·, brother, employer: and, in fact, everyA. Anderson.
Handson1E~Jy tllustrated.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PAI.MISTl?Y.-Conbody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 69. JIO\ V TO DO SJ.EIGHT-OF-HAND.
tatnlng the n1ost approved methods of readNo. 54, HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
-Containing over Hrty or the latest and beat
Ing the lines on the hand , together with o. futl
PETS.-Gtvlng complete Information as to the
tricks used by magl c!ans. Also co ntaining the
explanation ot their m ea ning. Also e·~plaln manner and method of raising, keeping, tamsecret or second sight.
Fully 11lustrated.
lng phrenology, and the key or telllno nharIng, breeding, and managing all kinds or pets;
No. 70. HOW TO i\fAJ{E l\lAGJC TOYS.act8rs by the bumps on· the h ead.
R·: Leo
also giving full Instructions for making cages.
Containing fuJl directions for making Maglc
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
otc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight llluaToys and devices of many klntls. Fully lllusNo. 88. HOW TO IIYPNOTIZE.-Coutaln fng valuable and instructive Information re·
tr~~~nsim.
HOW TO COLLECT STA!lfPS
tr~:~· 71.
HOW TO DO MECHANJCAL
gardlng the science of hypnotism.
Also exAND COINS.-Contalnlng valuable InformsTRICKS.-Contalnlng complete Instru ct ions
plaining the most app!'oved m eth ods which
tton regarding the collecting and arranging
~!n~effi~s~/~fed~ver sixty ~re chanical Tricks.
are
em
ployed
by
the
lead
Ing
hypn
otists
or
11
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
ot;!~mI:. anii~~--TOHaB~ci:i~ 1;;t·ai:~~
No. 72.
HOW TO TJO SIXTY TRICKS
GINEER.-Contalnlng tull Instructions how to
,VITH CARDS.-Embraclng all ot the latest
No. M. HOW TO BIWOlllE AN AUTHOR.
become a locomotive engineer; also directions
-Containing information reJ,{arding choice of
f~jlo~~st deceptive card trlcl-:s. with tllussubj ects, the use of words and the manner of
~l~h b~llf~~g de~ cr'/;,~?,:'~ ~ic~~~~;J:"ingtoa~~t~~~
No. 78.
HOW TO DO TRICKS \VI'l'H
prepnriug and submitting manuscripts.
Also
h 0 Id k 0
NU~IBER.S.·-Showing many curious tricks
containing Ya1ua.ble information as to the
u110, v
Bt-X'OMK A PHOTOGwith llgul'~S aucl !ht' ma;;lc or numbers.
neatnt!SS, lt"gihlllty ancl ~enPral NJmposltton
By
R APHF:n ..-eontainlng useful information re-\. Anderson. FL:Jly iliustratcd.
of m:.1r.ui.;,·rtJ't i;.
For sale bv all newsdealers . or ,vtll he sent to any adrlress on 1ece1 pt of price, 10 cts. per copy , or 3 fm 25 cts., tn money ,H l.h Jstage stamps, by
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The men started on a, run and Young Wild West and his partners galloped after, plying their whips
right and left. It was no longer.a hard crowd; it was a lot of beaten villains pleading for mercy.

